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0 
· A CoNVERSATio 
. ' . 
WiTlt 
by EdiE HoffMAN 
So, Our Paper asks me to interview Diane E.lre, and of 
course I say, ''Yes, I'd love to," all the while fearing what 
it will really mean; I'll be meeting the woman I want to 
become. It's a chance to meet a live, walking, talking 
lesbian role model and that's an opportunity no young _ 
( dyke should pass up. When we meet, the first thing we 
do is exchange coming out stories, which is what I do 
with every new gay friend. 
,, 
Diane didn't have ''the awakening'' until her twenties~ 
"I thought about being a lesbian constantly," she remi-
nisces. "It was sort of like the way I quit smoking. I 
thought about quitting smoking every day for two years." 
When Diane came out to her family, she says her mother 
screamed and refused to talk about "it''. Years later 
there's an acknowledgment in the family about Diane's 
sexuality, but the words gay and lesbian don't flow off her 
parents' tongues. Diane describes the situation as tense, 
continued on page 4 
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E D I T O R 
The Lesbian Slave 
About a year or so ago my boss 
asked if I would attend a March of Dimes 
award presentation to pick up a small 
award being presented to our company. 
"No sweat," I thought, "March of 
Dimes .. .lots of moms .. ;that kind of stuff." 
tions. "How do you respond to people 
who say that you are morally unfit to 
raise a child ... ?" They may be talking 
about us more, but listen to what they are 
actually saying. · · 
. , Now a cancer is developing within 
those media- generated stereotypes. 
What lesbians? Ain't no lesbians in here! 
Blatant and insulting claims within 
women's groups that we, as lesbians, are 
undermining the political purpose and 
livelihood of women's politics by refusing 
I was not prepared for what I saw. I 
remember catching myself as I almost 
blurted out, "Jeez, the place is crawlin' 
with dykes ... sisters everywhere!" Dykes 
in the March of Dimes? Birth defects? 
Babies? Isn't that a heterosexual gig? 
It just goes to show you. Lesbians as 
a nation and as a world have been the 
brains, backbone, and lifeblood of every 
successful political movement concern-
ing women from the right to vote, to the 
right to choose. Despite the face that 
women's history is largely ignored, 
poorly documented, and seldom photo-
graphed, you can still spot the lesbians, 
Lesbians ••.• have been tl1e brains, backbone, 
and lifeblood of-every successful political 
movement concerning women from the right 
to vote, to the right to cl~oose. 
in pictu · · 
women's politics - in the form of 
lesbian-denial and lesbian-bashing from 
feminist leaders - attempts to assure the 
public and the voters that, no-siree, 
lesbians are not at the helm of the Good 
Ship Feminist Frantic attempts to paint 
a super-mom, wholesome image over 
e American media still e e -
Katahdin is within walking distance of most of Portland's gay night spots. 
The Lim~light is a couple of blocks down on Spring Street, The Wherehouse and 
Blackstone's are a five minute walk away, and the Chartroom is right next 
door. So the next time you go out on the town, consider a stop at Katahdin -
you can enjoy our Good Cookin', go out dancing, and not even have to move your 
car. 
Our regular me~u hasn't changed much over the past yea.r, and for good 
reason. We believe that our customers have a right to expect certain dishes to 
be available to them when they come in. Appetizers on our basic menu include 
Lobster Spring Rolls, Grilled Duck Sausage served with Spoonbread, Shrimp & 
Com Fritters, and Pan Fried Oysters with sour cream mustard sauce. As for 
salads, we regularly offer a Caesar Salad, a Caesar Salad with pepper grilled 
chicken breast, and a Garden Salad, which is served with all our dinners. 
Dinners on our regular menu include Pot Roast, Pan Fried boneless Rainbow 
Trout, Crab Cakes, Medallions of Pork Tenderloin wrapped in Bacon, grilled, 
and served with Jalepeiio butter, and many other innovative Maine dishes. We 
also serve two very popular pastas - an Angel Hair Pasta tossed with smoked 
cured ham, Crimini mushrooms, leeks, and cream. Both are available in full 
and half portions. · 
Our other ·menu lists the Chefs' Specials. It changes daily and reflects 
what we receive from the fishm·ongers, the farmers, and our other sources of 
fresh local produce. The Blue Plate Special, the Fresh Catch of the Day, and 
the Appetizer, Salad and Vegetarian Specials are included on this menu. 
There are two main reasons we have a Chefs' Specials Menu - we would be 
bored if we had to cook the same thing every other night, and we want to offer 
our regular customers something new to try no matter how often they eat here. 
At this time of year we realize that many of you may be from out of town. 
If you're tfnfamiliar with the Portland area and don't know where we are, just 
close yolu' eyes, click your heels, and repeat these words: "There's no place like 
Katahdin, there's no place like Katahdin." If that doesn't work, call us at 774-
1740. We'll be happy to give you directions. 
774-1740 
SPRING&: HIGH STREET 
\10\:-THLRS 5P\1-10P\1 • fRl A'.\JD S.\T 5P\1 - l l P\1 
to be quiet. 
Enough is enough. 
Any women's group that disavows 
its lesbian members has no place in this 
century. The Not-So-Good-Ship Feminist 
and its crew must learn that we either 
·swim together or it sinks alone. • 
Display ads. 




You can put it all in 
Our\Paper 
(all for our advertising rate card. 
If you don't have camera-ready 
materia~ we can help you 
design an ad to suit your needs. 
For a small fee we provide 
typesetting services. 
Ad copy must be received 
by the 20th of the month to be 
included in the following 
month's publ"Kation. 
Camera-ready ads may arrive 
by the 2Sth of the month. 
Call the Ad Coordinator 
at 761-0733 by the 20th 
to reserve space. 
All ads must be 
Our\i»aper 
Maine's Lesbian and Gay Newspaper 
PO Box 737 
Portland, ME 04104 
207 /761-0733 
Purpose 
Our Paper is published monthly by a 
dedicated group of unpaid volunteers. 
Our purpose is to offer a voice for · 
Lesbians and Gay men throughout 
Maine. ,Our Paper is dedicated to 
increasing awareness of gay and lesbian 
issues, offering support and affirmation 
as a community resource, and celebrat-
ing the diversity within our communi-
ties. 
Editorial Policy 
We will consider for publication any 
material that broadens our understand-
ing of our lifestyles and each other. 
Views and opinions appearing are those 
of the authors only. We will not 
endorse any candidacies for public 
office; however, we will educate our 
readership to all political opinions. 
Editorials appearing in Our Paper 
represent the opinion of the Editorial 
Board as a whole. 
Submissions Policy 
We request that all material submitted 
for publication be signed and include an 
address and/" or phone number for 
verification. 
We reserve the right to edit material as 
necessary; unless. otherwise instructed. 
Within the pages of Our P(lper articles 
may appear anonymously upon request. 
Strict confidentiality will l?e observed. 
, i'1U t lt ~ 
We welcome and encourage our 
readers to submit material for publica-
tion and to share comments, criticisms, 
. and positive feelings with us. Remem-
ber, Our Paper is Your Paper. 
Subscriptions 
Subscriptions are $12 for one year, $20 
for two years, and $30 for three years. 
Send your address and a check payable 
to Our Paper to the address above. 
Copyright Information 
No part of Our Paper may be duplicated 
or reproduced in any manner without 
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Letters to the Editor 
straight or gay - which embraces the 
value of a patriarchal society. I believe, 
A friend in Portland recently sent me however, that you are doing a good job Prcises? 
the May issue, and I was impressed by and are meeting a definite need. Per- Put-downs? 
Suggestions? 
Corrections? 
your quality. As a native of Bangor, with haps I oug~ o say that I react the same 
friends in Portland, I am looking forward way to the ' shing people' attitudes 
to being informed of what is happening in held by 5.y hristians (e.g._J_asper_ 
in my old home state. Enclosed is my Wyman that Portland petition dnve 
check for $12 for a year's subscription. Jc'e , mchltling several Episcopal 
- Stephen D. Parker s s who claim to have 'healed 
Albuquerque ~ ew~ ·co • omosexuals' (rubbish!!!). 
, - - \::\ ('\: ( ~ Reverand Edwin Garrett 
Tel us with a 
Letter to the fllto,t { \ ~ . Bar Harbor, Maine 
Praises an it1cis~ \,}-= 
My participation in the Gay /Lesbian 
Pride march at Concord during the 
course of our Provincial meeting on HIV/ 
AIDS gave me a sense of the courage and 
commitment with which you and many, 
many others like you are struggling for 
truth, justicce, and peace in our time. 
Needless to say. not everything in 
Our Paper appeals to me; some things 










You can find it all in 
Our\Paper 
and you can find Our Paper at 
65 locations throughout Maine. 
Below is a samplng: 
Statewide 
Every Bookland 
University of Maine campuses 
Bangor 






Drop Me A Line Card Shop 
Video port 
Green Mountain Coffee Shop 
Woodford 's Cafe 
The Goodday Market 
Portland Public Library 
Portland Green Grocer. 
The Whole Grocer 
Waterville 
Railroad Square Cinema 
Colby College 
Elsewhere 
Blue Hill - The Left Banque 
Brunswick - Bowdoin College 
Caribou - Northern Lambda Nord 
Dexter - The Brewster Inn 
Lewiston - Bates College 
Damariscotta - Laughing Moon 
We would like to subscribe to "Our 
Paper", as we are hoping to relocate to 
Portland in a year or two. We enjoyed 
reading your publication very much in 
Portland last summer. 
Lynn Vigneault · 
Sacramento, California 
Letters to the Ecltor 
O..-P..-
POBox737 
Portland, ME 04104 
/ 
r 
gupport th~e who ~upport u~! 
, HOMESTEAD 
Bed & Breakfast . . . ;(:. ~~ Box 508 • Bar Harbor, Maine 04609 
./!illflJr, · . ,.(j. :'ll·- 1, 207 288-9041 
It's still possible to have an HIV 
antibody test without gMng 
anyone your name. 
There are nine places in Maine where you can have an anonymous HIV antibody test: 
Bangor STD Clinic 94 7-0700 
York County STD Clinic. Biddeford 282-1516 
Down East Health SeNices, Ellsworth 667-3504 
Family Planning. Gardiner 626-3426 
The Clinic. Lewiston 795-4019 
The AIDS Project. Portland 775-126 7 
Portland STD Clinic 874-8452 
ACAP Family Planning. Presque Isle 764-3721 
Mid-Coast Family Planning. Rockland 594-2551 
• You will receive counseling before and .after the test. 
• You will be offered safer sex information, referrals. and assistance with talking to 
your partnerls). 
. • No one will know your name. 
Finding out if you have HIV can be important for your health, for your family. for your 
future. 
Call for an appointment. 
For more Information on HIV antibody testing, 
call the Maine AIDS Information Une at 1-800-851-AIDS. 
IA PUBLIC SERVICE MESY.GE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE MAINE AIDS ~CE AND THE AE1NI\ FOUND'ITIONI 
I: I i','D 
MAINE 
On Monday, July 20, 1992, the Port-
land City Council voted unanimously to 
send the citizens' petition against Chapter 
13-A to a referendum on November 3, 
1992. Chapter 13-A is the ordinance 
passed by'"the Portland City Council on 5/ 
11 /92 which would ban discrimination 
based on sexual orientation in employ-
ment, housing, credit, and public accom-
modation. 
The vote followed brief testimony on 
behalf of Concerned Citizens for Portland, 
and by Brian Quint and Barbara Wood of 
Equal Protection Portland. Wood empha-
sized her belief that the civil rights of a 
minority should never be put to a vote by 
the majority. 
Comments by City Council members 
began with Councilor Peter O'Donnell, 
sponsor of Chapter 13-A. Councilor 
O'Donneli began his comments by asking 
the city's counsel whether there were any 
way legally to vote against the citizens' 
petition. .. 
Councilor O'Donnell's comments were 
followed by comments from Councilors 
Pringle, Paulson, Allen, Lord, and Mayor 
7 Charles Harle ho all reiterated thz£ir SU Or apter 13-,A; ano meir taith 
a t e c"tizens of Portland would vote ,. 
against repealing the ordinance in No-
vember. v • 
Mayor Harlow's comments preceding 
the Council's vote included his comment 
that while he commended the petitioners 
(working against the ordinance) for their 
efforts, he hoped they would lose, and that 
although he felt it was his responsibility as 
an elected official to follow the outlined 
procedures for the citizen's petition, that in 
good conscience he did not wish to. De-
spite the positive remarks on behalf of 
Chapter 13-A, the Council voted unani-
mously to send the citizen petition to refer- /.. 
end um. , ' 
TORCH SONG TRILOGY TO~~ • tr--...,<, 
PRESENTED IN BRUNSWIC~ ~
Torch Song Trilogy by Harvey Fierstein 
is being presented at the Theater Project, 
School Street, Brunswick. This play which 
received the Tony Award for Best Play will 
have its Maine premiere with this Theater 
Project's performance. Performances be-
gin on September 10 and will continue 
through September 27. 
A dramatic comedy in three acts, 
Torch Song Trilogy, is the story of Arnold, 
an entertainer, and the other people in his 
life : mothers, lovers and an adopted son. 
Each act, which has its own unique style, 
covers a· different period in Arnold's life. 
Torch Song Trilogy boasts the same ' 
creative team as last year's acclaimed 
production of The Normal Heart. Brian P. 
Allen directs the cast which includes Bob 
McCormack as Arnold, Matthew Batten as 
Ed, Suzanne Rankin as Mrs. Beckoff, 
Morgan Shepard as Laurel, Peter 
MacKenzie as David, Lynne McGhee as 
Lady Blues, and David Dimier as Alan. 
Sets are designed by Brett Johnson and 
continued on page 4 
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lighting is by Deborah Puhl. · 
All f rofits from the production of the 
play wil be donated to the Merrymeeting 
AIDS Support Services and The AIDS 
Pro[ect. Tickets for the show will be $10. 00. 
Performances times will be Thursdays, Fri-
days and Saturdays at 7:30 p.m., and 
Sundays at 2 :00 p.m. For more informa-
tion and ticket reservations, please call 
729-8584. 
MLGPA ANNOUNCES WINNERS OF 
FIRST SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 
The Maine Lesbian and Gay Political 
Alliance recently awarded its first ever 
scholarships in the amount of $500 each 
to two outstanding Maine high school 
seniors. Thisyear'swinnersareMs. Briana 
Thibeau of Fort Fairfield High School and 
Ms. Jenny Michaud of Messolonskee High 
School. Ms. Thibeau plans to attend Colby 
College in Waterville this fall and Ms. 
Michaud will be attending Hampshire 
College in Amherst, Massachusetts. 
Sixty six applicants submitted essays 
on the topic "In a Society that Routinely 
Discriminates, What Can I Do To Protect 
Others from Discrimination?" A committee 
of MLGPA members and non-members 
chose the winning essays. Both essayists 
addressed the issue of discrimination from 
the perspective of personal responsibility ,. 
for not ~emaining silent in the face of 
observed discrimination and the need to 
educate themselves and others as a way of 
eradicating the ig11orance and fear which, 
in the words ·of Ms. Thibeau, "spawn 
hatred and discrimination". 
The MLGPA scholarship committee is 
stepping up fundraising efforts. A gener-
ous supporter has promised to match the 
,Scholarship Fund for the next year. The 
support of the community is important in 
continuing and expanding the scholarship 
program. ·Anyone wishing to make a 
'contribution towards the 1993 Scholar-
ship-fund may do so by sending a check 
to: MLGPA Scholarship Committee, 18 
Svmmer St., Augusta, ME 04330. · 
MLGPA thanks everyone who partici-
pti'ted'in this year's awards as well as those 
who contributed to the establishment of the 
Scholarship Awards. 
ALL WOMEN'S ART SHOW 
AT WHEREHOUSE 
On June 20th, Saturday, an All 
Women's Art Show filled the walls and 
spaces of the Wherehouse, a Forest Av-
enue nightclub. The space was generously 
donated by Lisa Vaccaro, proprietor for 
the Wherehouse, which on Saturday eve-
. · derful dance club for 
women called S accaro and con-
u mg a ivian Wadas co-coordi-
nated the event, successfully transforming 
the club into an art gallery. · 
The show was well attended. The l 00-
plus crowd wcis treated to delicious refresh-
ments by four of Portland's finest restau-
rants: Cafe Always, Planets, Westside 
Cafe, and Katahdin's. 
Vaccaro and Wadas held the event to 
support and encourage local women art-
continuecl on page 5 




continued from front cover 
and yes, she tells me, that still hurts. In 
one way I'm comforted by this disclosure 
because my family situation is much the 
same. At the same time though, it's a 
reminder that the dynamics in my family 
might not get any better than hers. My 
parents might never be willing to talk to 
me about my girlfriend as often and 
easily as they t;alk to my brother about 
his. These are exactly the issues Diane 
helps gay youth confront in the group 
Outright "Sometimes we settle for 
tolerance, but tolerance really isn't what 
we want," she explains. ''We want 
affirmation. We want acceptance. We 
deserve it." 
Coming out is the first step towards 
that acceptance. We can't hope for 
approval if we don't even accept our-
selves. That's why Queer Nation uses 
the slogan 'Loud and Proud'. As Diane 
convincingly argues, ''We lose some stuff 
when we don't come out When we have 
so much pretense, it causes damage. To 
have to live with contradictions, secrets, 
and lies, it's damaging to our emotional, 
mental, and spiritual health." Now, 
there's a long journey between coming 
out and becoming an activist I believe 
being gay obligates one to being ap 
activist After all, how can any minority 
tolerate being treated like a second-class 
• A11-M•l1, yi1 look ha1tif11J• 
citizen? I know a lot of you are pooh-
hooing this notion. Being gay is hard 
enough, you say. I don't want it to be an 
issue, Ijustwantto be happy. Well, 
Diane is able to see a middle ground. 
Elze recognizes that job insecurity is 
a reality, and while we all have a right to 
privacy we also have some responsibility. 
'Tunes are so bad we can't afford to have 
anybody not be an activist," she says. 
"People need to be conscious of the 
choices they're making and everyone 
has a responsibility to understand what 
privilege they have and then to act 
accordingly in some way." 
As we continue talking, Diane keeps 
bringing up all these other "-isms": 
racism, classism, sexism, and the 
conservative tone of 1990s America, 
while I'm trying to focus us on the queer 
stuff. Systematic thinking is necessary 
for change. Unfortunately, it's tough on 
the brain and many of us, 
myself included, tend to be 
intellectually lazy. Still, as 
Diane confesses a preoccupa-
tion with so many issues, I can't 
help asking her what comes 
first? Where do her alliances 
lie? Does she identify as a 
woman first and then as a 
lesbian, or vice versa? 
''What I don't think is 
helpful," she counters, "is when 
people prioritize oppressions. 
But if my choices between two 
candidates are someone who 
was pro-gay and lesbian civil 
rights but anti-choice, versus 
someone who was pro-choice 
and would note vote for a 
lesbian gay civil rights bill, I 
would pick the pro-choice 
person." 
Obviously, Diane feels 
more oppressed as a woman 
ED HEDGES 
MASTER ELECTRICIAN 
• Commercial & Residential • 
NEW HOMES WIRED 
EXISTING HOMES RE-WIRED 
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A CoNVERSATioN wiTlt DiANE ElzE 
than she does as a dyke (she likes that 
label, by the way). The current threat to 
women's autonomy, she argues, as 
manifested in the abortion debate, is a 
threat that spreads to all of us, including 
queer folk. The link being that men are 
trying to control women's bodies in the 
same way they are trying to control 
people's sexuality. Elze believes civil 
rights for gays will be won before 
reproductive freedom for women is 
guaranteed. 
do not share the same agenda. Dykes 
have had to make a split because 
traditionally, fags have not been inter-
ested in women's health issues, repro-
ductive rights, child care, or class issues. 
It was only after AIDS reared its ugly 
head that gay men started complaining 
about the high cost of health care, 
homophobic doctors, and the difficulties 
of dealing with insurance agencies. As 
Elze puts it, "if AIDS hadn't come along 
Elze's insistence that we be con-
cerned with more than just queer rights 
stems from a history of successful 
coalition building, and a propensity for 
seeing things as a whole. I admire the 
intention, but I'm not convinced queers 
will be protected in the end. If lesbians 
are off helping straight women fight 
Operation Rescue, or are busy trying to 
pass family-leave legislation, when will 
we ever have the time to fight for queer 
rights? I get the 
With all this 
passion for feminism, 
one might assume 
that Elze is a lesbian 
separatist, but she is 
not In fact, she has 
worked in more 
mixed-gay organiza-
tions, like the 
limes are so bad we can't afford to have 
anybody not be an adivist ••. people need to 
argument; repro-
ductive freedom 
will lead to sexual 
freedom, but I 
don't know if I buy 
it Have you ever 
been to an abortion 
clinic, or a battered 
women's shelter? 
· be conscious of the choices _they' re making ... 
MLGPA, than she has in exclusively 
female groups. And maybe that's partly 
due to Diane feeling more liked as a 
lesbian than as a woman. "Women are 
taken less seriously in our culture," Elze 
says, ''but lesbians as lesbians exert 
authority, exert power, exert 
assertiveness, exert the attitude, 'I have a 
right to be on this planet"' And what 
happens, I ask, when you strut around 
exerting all this lesbo-power around gay 
men? That's when Elze told me about 
sexism within the gay rights movement 
Unfortunately, gay men and lesbians 
. "' . . .... 
------ ~ __,..-- . we wouldn't have as many gay men in 
this country crying for national health 
care." As lesbians continue to fight the 
good fight, against AIDS, against 
discrimination, against a lot of things, 
gay men continue living in a vacuum. 
"Men have privilege in this culture 
whether they're gay or straight," Elze 
· fumes. 'They still aren't out there 
supporting abortion rights, they still 
aren't at rallies. They should be linking 
those issues, they way we've always seen 
the connection between racism, 
classism, sexism, and homophobia." 
, ----~ey is it that these places are almost 
al~ays staffed predominantly by dykes? 
I'm not suggesting we desert these 
causes, but let's make sure the straight 
girls are washing our backs, too. I've 
met too many homophobic feminists 
who won't go to a queer march because 
they're afraid someone will see them 
there and assume they're gay, too. 
Goddess forbid. 
Community unity should be on 
everyone's agenda, especially as we fight 
contilued on page 6 
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It's A Campaign 
You Can Believe In 
SIGN ME UP FOR FREEDOM'93 
Name _____________ ~ 
Address _____________ _ 
CRY~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
State Zip _________ _ 
PO Box 232 '/\' 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Polltlcal Allia~ne 
Hallowell ME 04347 Y 
~oifl,q,1~~ 
p0""11LA~PS u~aGEs, s1:Lec,10JI 
l11wer lobby 
151 l'llddle 5t. 
Portland, l'laine 
AMADEUS M·USIC 
·332 Fore Street . .,. . . 
Portland, Main1..• 041 (}1 . . 
207-772-8416 . 
. . 
· uncommon _records, tapes, & C.D.'s 
. 
continued from page 4 · 
ist:;". By donating t e business s ace an 
all cover charg>s ey a so ope lo 
enefit t e lv\a1ne Women's Fund, a State 
organization is creating statewide funding 
· r exc us1ve y se · 
unique needs of women and girls. The 
Maine Women's Fund is a bridge be-
tween women and men with resources 
and women and girls in Maine without 
resources. They fund change, not charity! 
Several contributing artists also do-
nated all or part of their art sales to the 
MWF, bringing the total contribution close 
to $400. 
The contributing women artists: Linda 
Shannon, Terri Gydessen, Jane Wray, 
Elaine T selikis, Abby Harmon, Lisa Smith, 
Madeline Salamonski, Suzanne Hunt, 
i Donna Lee Rollins, Amy Bickford, Caitlin 
Cavanaugh, Holly Valero, Vivian Wadas. 
The Maine Women's Fund would like 
to thank at this time all of the women who 
were involved with this Art Show, their 
energy, and their art. 
REGIONAL 
GRABARZ TO RESIGN POST IN 
CONNECTICUT HOUSE 
. HARTFORD I CT - State Rep. Joseph 
Grabarz, Connecticut's 'Snly gay legisla-
tor, has decided to shift his attention to 
issues at the national level. 
Grabarz, who publicly announced his 
homosexuality in December 1990 and 
then was instrumental in the Legislature's 
passage last year of a gay rights bill, 
announced July 2 he will not seek re-
election. 
Instead, he's decided to become a 
lobbyist for a Washington-based gay and 
lesbian organization, the Human Rights 
Campaign Fund. In Connecticut, he hopes 
someone else will help carry his message 
of equality through the halls of the Capitol. 
"I've been up here ranting and raving 
for four years ·now. Maybe it's time for 
somebody else to make tb.ose same argu-
ments in a different voice now," Grabarz 
said. "I'm hoping that ways by stepping 
back from the fight here in Connecticut 
Legislature that others will step forward." 
Grabarz, 36, plans to join the Cam-
paign Fund as its legislative director later 
this month, lobbying the Congress and the 
rest of federal government on gay and 
AIDS issues. 
BOSTON'S GAY COMMUNITY NEWS 
SHUTS DOWN 
BOSTON - After more than 19 years 
of publishing the country's first national 
weekly gay publication, the people behind 
Gay Community News (GCN) decided to 
halt publication until a restructuring and 
reorganizing program is put in place for 
the debt-ridden organization. 
Although the not-for-profit paper raised 
about $50,000 in a winter fundraising 
campaign, Sue Hyde, an organizational 
continued on page 6 
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consultant for the paper until July 24 anq a 
' former news editor and member of GCN' s 
board of directors, said the paper has 
\ ?ccumulated bills t~talling $6,6,000. Dur-
ing a Jone 28 meeting, about 50 people, 
including the paper's staff, volunteers, and 
board of directors, voted to stop publica-
tion until at least July 23, when another 
meeting will consider various reorganiz-
ing proposals. -
Started in 1973, the paper's declared 
purpose is to provide a newspaper "by a 
collective dedicated to providing cover-
age of events and news in the interest of 
gay and lesbian liberation." However, at 
least one GCN contributor suspects the 
GCN management has not ke t u wit 
anging gay community. ome point 
to the collective style of management as 
being an ineffective· · · · 
edia e · t. 
"I am fairly convinced that there is 
enough ... of an activist and progressive 
community to support GCN like they have 
in the past," said Michael Branski, long-
time writer and advisor to GCN. "I think 
part of the trouble came [because] the 
paper didn't have the pulse on how our 
community was actually changing ." 
Branski, who started writing for the 
weekly in 1975, said that although GCN 
was once the only paper the gay commu-
nity had, "over the years we've seen that 
community grow and grow and therefore 
that we could have a gay Log Cabin Club, r 
a gay socialist group, and have people in 
a gay labor group or business group." 
"And I think if there's been a failure of 
GCN, it's been to some degree not to 
acknowledge that as completely as [it] 
might have." 
Warren Blumenfeld, GCN's former 
features editor from 1980-81 and current 
senior editor at the Boston Reader, a new 
monthly gay newspaper, said that although 
he does not know of any other paper in the 
country espousing the same progressive 
views as GCN, he does not believe it is 
·feasible for the paper to continue to have 
the success it once did. 
"It's notfairforthe staff to maintain that 
burden and it's also not really fair to the 
creditors of GCN not to be paid for their 
services," said Blumenfeld, who wrote for 
the paper from 1 97 5-84 until he left to 
write a gay and lesbian textbook. "So I do 
think it's the end of an era, but it was a 
glorious era. But it is the end of it." 
Blumenfeld believes that the decrease 
in the subscription base is "indicative that 
it's not really fulfilling the need it once 
served .. . GCN at one time wm, the gay 
newspaper of note, but I don't think that 
continues ... today." 
However, many people or~ not will-
ing to give up as quickly as Blumenfeld . 
"I hope people who care about this 
community-based independent publication 
will come forward and get involved," Hyde 
said . "It's time to put the 'community' back 
in Gay Community News." 
GLAD . NAMES NEW LEADER 
BOSTON - Gay and Lesbian Advo-
cates and Defenders announced June 29 
continued on page 7 
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-to preserve the city's gay rights ordi- support for the ordinance, she suggests stereotypes. If some legislators don't 
nance. In addition to the gender split, meeting people at their own level and vote for the civil rights bill because five 
Elze is also concerned about ACT-UP using language they can under~tand. men walk in, decked out in leather, to the 
and Queer Nation bashing, a sport rising ''We can't define our strategy by whether hearing, well next year it will be some-
in popularity almost as quickly as gay it's radical or not. What good is it going · thing else, like lesbians in polyester." 
bashin~ . ttribut~s this foolishness to do for me to knock on the door of Ohio better get ready for Diane Elze. 
to you asing general. While some Mrs. Jones and say, 'Hi, I'm a dyke and I Her work will certainly continue there 
believe tha ... ----------------------------- and maybe onto easier to come out Cuba (ask her about 
today than it was Times are so bad we can' I afford lo have that sometime if you 
twenty years ago, get the chance). 
Elze can see that anybody not be an ac1•m•st. • .people need lo Diane says she feels some things have despair about the 
remained the same. state of the world, 
~;r:!o:1nr:i~ be conscious of the choices they're making... :~s!~~::t~djust 
suicide, who are like the rest of us. 
drinking and drugging themselves to want to talk to you about queer rights'? However, she never feels like quitting. 
death, because they have no supports for There's nothing radical about that In fact, activism actually seems to 
being gay." because I'm being totally ineffective." nourish and energize her. 
In general; Elze applauds the efforts Elze is not asking us to define our "Activism is an expression of self-
of ACT-UP and Queer Nation. There's agendas according to the other side's love," she admits, "but also of loving 
nothing wrong with theatrics as long as objections to us. She has definitely others. We do it not only to make our 
they're closely examined, and effective. extinguished her own homophobia. own situation better but the situation 
Like a true radical, Elze exclaims, "No Looking ahead to the battle for rights on other people are in. By being an activist 
civil rights effort has ever been won by a state-wide level, Elze offers this insight: you're constantly affirming your right to 
being nice and polite." But to win ''We should never be afraid of reinforcing be on the planet."• 
---------------------------------
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Interview Proiect . Targets I~ I i','D 
Gay and Lesbian 
Educators 
by Holly Valero 
Are you a gay, lesbian, or bisexual 
teacher or counselor (K-12) in a public 
or private school? If you are, Rita 
Kissen, U.S.M. professor and PFlAG 
organizer, is asking for your 
thoughts and feelings regarding 
homophobia - both in and out of the 
classroom. The Gay and Lesbian 
Teachers Interview Project is seeking 
out educators for personal interviews, 
telephone interviews, and/ or 
responses to written questionnaires. 
Anonymity and confidentiality are 
guaranteed regarding all references 
· and attributions. The goal of the 
project is to lead administrators, 
teachers, parents, and the wider public 
to begin confronting the effects of 
' 
homophobia, not only on gay, lesbian, 
and bisexual students and teachers 
but on society as a whole. Those 
wishing to take part may phone or 
write to: Rita Kissen, Dept. of 
Professional Education, 222B Bailey 
Hall, University of Southern Maine, 
Gorham, Maine, 04038. Telephone: 
(W) (207) 7~5376, or, (H) (207) 76~ 
5158. 
G},.u:. MoST\.Y U~F~Bv.1..°u.s $oc.i~\.. l.oiFE E . ETHfl.N E,~f:E."'··· @i.t1.E~ ~ ~oMt-MGe l?.,J~ •• ,@1'\'IZi:.tt,.c-\9R~~R. 
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Hit,\... WA.IT A Ml~UTE, ISM'T THIS' 
'THE GUY WHO PIIMPEP ME 
€, Mot1THS ,-Go ? ... 
Safer sex can be humorous, but AIDS 
is no joke . .. you can get HIV from oral 
sex. 
Dental dams (latex squares), or a 
condom cut open and flattened, or even 
plastic food wrap, will provide a barrier 
between the mouth and the wlva ( female 
sex organs) or anus. Be sure to use a 
barrier whenever you go down on a 
woman or rim your partner. 
You can get information on dental 
dams frorn local AIDS organization. 
For~ Information on dental dams, 
call the Maine AIDS Information Une at 
1-800-851-AIDS. 
(A PUIIJC 5EMC.E MESSAGE mouGHT TO 'IOU BY 1HE 1MH AIDS AUWIC£ Niil 1HE AETNA FOUNDATIOH) 
GLAD·DAYP.I 
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Sunday & Holidays 12 noon-9 p.m. 
Across From The Boston Public Library, 2nd Floor 
FAMILY .PRACTICE 
GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN, D.O. 
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continued from page 6 , 
that they have found a new executive 
director in Josephine Ross, an attor~ey 
from Worcester with several years of expe-
rience as a public defender. 
Ross will begin working at GLAD Aug . 
l 8, replacing departing executive di rector 
Kevin Cathcart, who will take on a similar 
role at Lambda Legal Defense Fund in New 
York. 
Ross, ~3, graduated from Boston Uni-
versity law school in 1984 and has lived in 
Massachusetts since 1981 . She has worked 
for the past seven years as a public de-
fender at the Worcester office of the Com-
mittee for Public Counsel Services. 
One of Ross' s goals as executive di-
res:tor of GLAD, a gay and lesbian public 
interest legal organization for New En-
gland, is to encourage the organization to 
grow, she said . "We need to take on cases 
in different areas, including geographic 
and ethnic areas, and build up a broader 
network of support, of volunteers and attor-
neys. " 
Ross said she also seeks to make 
GLAD "a truly New England organiza-
tion," and believe her outside-of-Boston 
experience is one of the reasons she was 
hired to the post. ·· 
Also among Ross' s goals will be to 
make not only the gay and lesbian news 
media but also the mainstream media 
aware of the issues involved with indi-
vidual cases that GLAD takes on . 
"There a relationship between law, 
litigation, and change/ she said. "If you 
have something that hdf>pens that is bad, 
such as the Sharon Kowalski case, what 
makes it so dramatic in part is that it's a 
legal battle. It strikes a chord in people, 
and even if you're not victorious, you touch 
people's lives. 
"When it's a court case, it's something 
to do with the American psyche. We use 
court cases as symbols for what affects us. 
A lot of times, when there's been a step 
forward, it's because there's a case up 
there that has touched people." 
SENATOR LEAHY SIGNS ONTO 
FEDERAL RIGHTS BIU 
WASHINGTON-.5en. Patrick Leahy 
(D-VT} on June became the latest senator to 
sign onto the federal gay and lesbian civil 
rights bill, bringing the measure to a record 
number of 17 Senate backers. 
A Leahy spokesm~a~n~ sa~i~d~~...._, 
~nator' s action was s1gna 
ermon vo~J;;w.~ee~ ~ ~U.U...WW¥m'~l.,lli'*'' 
i.an ri oting that the state egislature 
recen y passed a statewide gay and les-
bian rights law. 
Leahy, a key member of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, comes onto the bill 
after years of pressure from state gay 
activists. His decision to become a cer 
sponsor reportedly came after a June meet-
ing with Vermont gay activist Terry Ander-
son, who was a delegate to the Democratic 
Convention in July. 
Prior to his decision, the senator was 
also the target of "several hundred" pre-
authorized constituent messages urging 
him to sign the bill, according ta the Human 
Rights Campaign Fund which coordinated 
continued on page 8 
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the campaign through its "Speak Out" 
program. . 
The bill, introduced to every Congress 
since 1 97 5, would ban on a federal level 
discrimination based on sexual orientation 
in housing, employment, public accommo-
dations; and programs receiving federal 
funds. With Leahy's backing the measure 
now has the official support of 17 senators, 
including 15 Democrats and two Republi-
cans. 
"I think this is a good sign," said 
Gregory King, communications director 
for the Human Rights Campaign Fund. "It's 
good that candidates during an election 
year notice that support for lesbians and 
gay rights is a plus, not a negative. It shows . 
the enormous progress that our community 
is making." 
CONNECTICUT MAN 
IS FIRST SENTENCED UNDER 
STATE'S ANTI-BIAS LAW 
MERIDEN,CT-AHamdenmanwho 
. threatened two gay men has been given 
special probation, apparenrly the first time 
the two-year-old state anti-bias crime law 
has been successfully prosecuted . 
"The law worked for us, and it can 
work for anyone else in our position," 
James Rallis, 26, said July .9 . ,. 
He and Jim Cappello, 35, were leav-
.ing a gaybor in Hamden on April 26when 
they said two men sitting in a truck threat-
ened them. The truck tried to ram their car 
and chased their car until they drove to 
police headquarters. 
Anthony Perrone, 22, was later ar-
rested. The second man was never charged. 
Perrone sought two years of acceler-
ated rehabilitation, which Superior Court 
Judge Robert Reilly granted with a list of 
conditions to be met during the ne~t two 
years. · 
Perrone must attend 12 sessions of 
mental health train ing at the Hamden 
Mental Health Center; receive sensitivity 
troining on gay issues from the New Haven 
Board of Police Commissioners; pay $20 
a· month fortwo years to the Connecticut 
Lesbian and Gay Anti-Violence Project; 
and write a public letter of apology. 
Accelerated rehabilitation is not an 
admission of guilt and is available only for 
first-time offenders. 
The Connecticut Lesbian and Gay 
r Anti-Violence ProlE¥=t - Formed in 1988 
after a Wethersfield man was killed by two 
youths who followed him out of a gay bar 
in Hartford-praised the court's decision. 
''This is very encouraging," said Donald 
Reutman, chairman of the Anti-Violence 
project. . 
continued on page 9 
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Al/JS Support 
For persons in Central Maine 
who are HIV-positive or living 
with AIDS, and their families. 
( "all 626-J-'32. or 873-1127. 
(We accept collect calls. 
Confidentiality assured.) 
' 
.# • ' by Holly Valero 
You knowhow,"sometim~s, being 
aroundca super-wholesome person 
brings out a craving to swear? "I'm not 
talking, "Oh, Hell,'" ort Damrfit all!!t- I'm " 
talking about"real swearing. Tue kind of 
stuff thatwpuld 'stun a sailor and kill his 
parrot in one fell~woop. •' 
If your answer is, "Of course not! 
That would be the furthest thing from 
my mind," theh put this *#$&%.$@! 
newspaper down, whip up a piping hot 
cup of Ovaltine, and dig out your past 
issues of Highlights. 
Wunps ... 
... . 
Good Morning America aired a few 
examples of the hundreds of letters 
mailed in by Ross supporters. Child-like 
scribbled notes filled with heartbreak 
and disillusionment Like, if Santa Claus 
was your boyfriend and he dumped you. 
,, I've had it. .. 
I'm politicked out Between Equal 
Protection Portland, the Popcorn Park 
Zoo (where I support two disabled 
ducks) , Our Paper, the AIDS Project, 
George Bush, the Boy Scouts of 
America, Dan Quayle, Murphy Brown, 
H. Ross Perot, the Clintons, Jerry Brown, 
Anita Hill, Capitol Hill, Abortion on 
Demand, a wider turnpike, animal rights, 
I'm over-infonned, hyper-aware, and constantly contacted 
by groups assuring me that "if I've never done anything 
before, now is the time ••• and their issue is the place to start •. 
I am sitting in a local pizza place in 
Portland when a bunch of guys with 
names like Vmnie and Cruiser come 
rolling in. These are the kind of West 
Side Story throw-backs who have sagged 
and aged into the latest generation of 
loud neighborhood regulars at the bar. 
"Ross for Boss in 92!" one of them calls 
out "Hey, he's the man! He's gonna get 
the job done." 
Ross was lost within two weeks. 
Pro-Choice, property and snack taxes, 
I've just about reached the end of my 
political bungee cord and the damn thing 
is gonna snap! 
I'rri over-informed, hyper-aware, and 
constantly contacted by groups assuring 
me that "if I've never done anything 
before, now is the time to get involved 
and their issue is the place to start" I feel 
like I'm living in an Outer Limits re-run. 
Make no attempt to adjust your life! We 
' ' 
control the 
social! We control the political! 
And I can't seem to find the remote 
control. People show up at my house. 
Wholesome-looking people. They want to 
hear my opinions about just about 
anything- as long as it doesn't take too 
long. If I say I will vote for them, they 
may listen to a couple more opinions. 
My mail is littered with desperate pleas 
for a minimum contribution of $35. All 
mailed to Holly Valemo, Holly Bolero, 
and a variety of other women that I've 
never met. 
Call me back when you can spell my 
name correctly. 
At home my partner and I go over 
our weekly agendas like two lawyers 
looking to squeeze each other in for 
lunch. 
"I've got meetings Monday, Tues-
day, and Wednesday after work." 
"I've got stuff on Tuesday and 
Thursday." 
continued on page 14 
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<5e~ an~ <5reak{ast 
P.O. Box4188 • Dedham,MA02026 • (617)329-3514 
Unique to the suburban Boston area, Iris is a 
women owned and operated · Bed and Breakfast 
for women. Our home is warm, c~rful, and 
smoke free, with homemade breads and muffins 
at breakfast. Located in Dedham, Massachusetts, 
we are a 15 minute drive from Boston. 
by Edie Hoffman 
A big flamboyant hello to the Our 
Paper audience. We are Queer Nation, a 
militant direct action group dedicated to 
the subversion of heterosexism and 
homophobia. Many of you know us. 
We're the folks who paraded through the 
Old Port in March after Benjamin 
Kowalski was beaten by homohaters. In 
April, we paid a visit to the Boy Scout of 
America offices, some of us dressed as 
den mothers and scouts, and applied for 
leadership positions. Maybe you saw us 
on TV with paper bags over our heads or 
heard us on the radio. Certainly, you 
Our~aper 
readership. For those of ybu too in the 
closet, or too comatose to know it yet, 
our lives are going on the line in Novem-
ber. Either the gay rights ordinance is 
preserved or the pink team loses another 
big battle, getting back the slave status 
with which too many of us have grown 
satisfied. With stakes that high, we had 
better stop backstabbing one another 
and come together. 
A good example of the ignorance 
and self-loathing that could potentially 
kill us comes directly from those 
infamous Mo~day evening Equal 
Protection meetings. During one of the 
many discussions on semantics (do we 
worst 
beatings, verbal .and 
physical, so you can walk around 
as straight looking, straight acting, 
GWM. This is not some "I'm gayer than 
you are" tirade, either. I'm perfectly 
willing to respect your limits as long as 
you respect my lack of limits. Enough 
said. 
For those of you too in the closet ••• our rwes -are going on 
the hne in November. Either the gay rights ordinance is 
preserved or the pink team loses another big battle. · 
So, what is Queer Nation doing to 
guarantee a pink v~ctory in November? 
We've joined the Equal Protection army, 
and stifled, at least for the time being, . 
our usual craving for the spotlight. It's 
assimilation for the greater good and 
that's radical in its own way. QN 
rnembers are commandeering a voter 
registration drive to mobilize young 
queers who have never voted, and the 
barflies who neglect to visit the polls 
when gay rights are on the line. If you're 
a gambler, put money on Queer Nation 
confronting Jim Duran and the other so 
called "Concerned Citizens" in a more 
direct fashion before Fall. In the mean-
time, it's been rather delicious just 
watching those pitiful homophobes 
made it to the queer prom in June. And 
now we'll be appearing monthly in Our 
Paper so you can know all that Queer 
Nation is thinking and doing. 
Queer Nation being asked to write 
for Our Paper is a bit like Jesse Jackson 
being asked to run on the Democratic 
ticket We've been included rather than 
shunned for a change, and that give me a 
warm glow all over:.: Don't accuse Our 
Paper of losing it just because they've 
been "PC" enough to grace us with their 
call the movement queer, gay, or 
human?), one man calmly announced he 
would have nothing do with anyone who 
called themselves queer. Apparently, 
this man wasn't queer and he dreaded 
the thought of anyone thinking he was. 
Well, listen Mr. Man. You better start 
embracing the word queer, and a few 
others too; like fairy, transvestite, 
bisexual, cross-dresser, diesel dyke, drag 
queen, and transsexual. After all, these 
are our brothers and sisters who take the 
LEGAL SERVICES FoR OuR CoMMUNITY 
r 
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• Domestic Partnership Agreements and Dissolutions 
• \Vills, Living \Vilt;, Powers of Anomey 
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Attorneys at Law 
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Appoinlml!nli ArrJngcd Slab!wid..: 
Cost of medical care for 
an AIDS patient: 
585,000 
Cost of a 
latex condom: 
50 cents 
SIMPLE CONDOM INFORMATION: Use a latex condom every time you have intercourse. 
A spermicide with non-oxynol 9 will make you even safer. A waterbased lubricant will 
,. make you even sexier. You can get.condoms at local drugstores. most supermarkets, 
family planning clinics, and AIDS organizations. 
Safer sex. You can't afford to Ignore ltl 
For more Information on condoms and spermicide, 
call the Maine AIDS Information Line at 1-800-851-AIDS. 
IA PUB UC SERVICE MESSI\GE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE MAINE AIDS AWANCE AND THE AETNA FOUND'\ TION) 
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NATIONAL 
VATICAN ENCOURAGES U.S. 
CATHOLICS TO DISCRIMINATE 
AGAINST GAYS AND LESBIANS 
The Vatican came out strongly against 
civil rights legislation aimed at protecting 
gays and lesbians, characterizing such 
legislation as a threat to "family and soci-
ety." It furtHer stated that opposition anti-
discrimination legislation isattimes "obliga-
tory" to "protect the common good." 
The Vatican pronouncement, entitled 
"Some Considerations Concerning the 
Catholic Response to Legislative Proposals 
on the Non·Discrimination of Homosexual 
Persons," was generated by the Congre-
gation for the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF), 
a Catholic Church body in Rome that 
essentially polices Catholic dogma. 
In its forward, the pronouncement 
advises that gay and lesbian civil rights 
legislation, "even where they seem more 
directed toward support of basic civil rights 
than condonment of homosexual activity 
or a homosexual lifestyle, may in fact have 
a negative impact on the family an soci-
ety." The Vatican stated th9t "the conscien-
tious Catholic legislator, voter, or Church 
authority who is confronted with such is-
sues" should bear in mind the legislation's 
possible impact on "the housing needs of 
genuine families" as well as on "the adoP: 
tion of children, the hiring and firing of 
teachers, " and the "landlords' legitimate 
concerns in screening f)'Mential tenants." 
In the letter, the Church also stated that 
violence against gays and lesbians is "de-
plorable," but noted that "when civil legis-
lation is introduced to protect behavior to 
whi<=h-neo·r.e [Ras] any conceivable right," 
nobody "should be surprised when other 
distorted notions and practicesgaln ground, 
and irrational and violent reactions in-
crease." 
The letter continued by stating that 
while "all persons have the right to work, 
to housing, etc.," such rights "are not 
absolute." If there is an "objectively dis-
torted external conduct"-a term the Vatican 
stated defines such things as the "actions of 
. . . the mentally ill and . . . homosexual 
activity-"legitimate" limitationsofthese rights 
are" sometimes not only licit by obligatory" 
in order to "protect the common good." 
GAY FAMILIES JUST 
AREN'T NORMAL, SAYS BUSH 
WASHINGTON-PresidentGeorge 
Bush in an interview with the New York 
Tim.esJune 24 said that he" cannot accept" 
gay and lesbian Families raising children, 
saying it is "not normal." A day later he for 
the first time expressed his support for the 
military' s policy of excluding homosexuals 
from the armed services. 
Bush was asked if he agreed with 
recent statements made by Vice President 
Dan Quayle railing against popular cul-
ture figures for undermining traditional 
family values by portraying unmarried and 
same-sex couples raising children . 
"I can't accept as a normal life style 
continued on page 12 
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~ 
3rd Annual PWA Coalition Boat Cruise. 
A 3 hour sunset cruise aboard C~scu Bay 
Lines to benefit Th~ People with AIDS 
Coalition of Maine & The Na mes Memo-
rial Quilt. Ticket price $15.00. Call 773-
8500. . 
August 1, 2, 7, 8, &9 
Friday -Sunday 
Mollyhouse Productions presents: 
"BENT" 
This incredibly moving two act 
play by Martin Sherman relives 
the holocaust and homosexual 
oppression in Nazi Germany. It is 
a powerful drama of love and 
survival. The Bookland Theater is 
located on Congress Street, Port-
land (formerly the Maine Savings 
Plaza.) Tickets are $ 7 .00 and 
seating is limited. Call 774-2142 
for more information. * 
August 6----
T .. ursday 
Judith Sloane: 
"The Whole K'cufin ' World" 
· Activist/Comedienne/Perfor-
mance Activist'. Proceeds to Ben-
efit the Belfast Womens Center.· 
Belfast Library/Abbott Room, 8 
pm. Tickets are $6.50 in advance 
and $9. at the door.* 
Our\Paper 
ichigan Womyn' s Music Festival. 
August 8 ink (or not) and Be Merry at one 
est Lesbian affairs in the World. 
Saturday 757-4766 for more information. 
A Party/Ro'astfor Diane A 
goodbyeandthank you ~~ 
years of community acAfn. ~,.-A 
Come and w_ish,.her good ~ .. ....._ 4& Y 
Case Western Reserve UniversitV" .. August 13 
CelebrateatOneCityCenterFood . 
Court-Portl'and 7-11 pm. For in- Thursday 
formation call Penny Rich or Barb The Matlovich Society presents, 
Wo<?d ~t 871-1555. * "From Amazons to Matlovich: 
Gays and Lesbians in the Mili-
tary." Stanwyn Clough, Master 
August 8 
Saturday 
Out & About Dance on 
Agamenticus 
The Lesbian outdoors group "Out 
& About" is sponsoring a Dance 
· at the old Mt. Agamenticus ski 
lodge in York, Maine. It starts at 
8pm and costs $8. at the door 
(with DJ) . • - -
candidate in History at USM, will 
discuss on how it is the common 
lesbian and gay people who cre-
ate revolution in combat. From 
classical Athens to the Vietnam 
war. Slide show. 7:30-9:00 pm 
Portland Public Library.* 
August 14-16 
Friday • Sunday 
Baxter Camping/Katahdin Hike 
sponsored by "Time Out!" 
The intent is to cross the summit of 
Katahdin on Saturday, the 15th. 
This is limited to 10, so respond 
early because camping space in 
the Park can be difficult to get. 




MLGPA Meeting. The MLGPA 
meetings have been moved from 
All Saints Church in Augusta to 
· I/JI,. ~nitarian UniversalistChurch 
. W, inthrop Street in Augusta, 
August 9 : •ia' rf1dffl;;. c :ii~;'Winthrop & Summer 
Saturday '~ ftllarewelcome.* 
Mt. _Washington Day Hike l fi· • A 
sored by "Time Out!" · -
Start at 1 Oam and celebrate .. ~Al 
champagne at the summit! B ~-£. 
a lunch and if it rains it's ca - A ~rday 
celled. Call 603-749-1449 for ""4' . . 
more details * . . Lower Saco River Canoe Tnp 
· sponsored by "Time Out!" 
Do you canoe? Call 207-883-
6983 for details or help. * 




you should be here! 
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Outriders is a New England bi-
cycle cl ub for Lesbians and Gay 
men. Every Thursday at 5 :30pm, 
they cycle in the Portland area. 
Call 207-883-6983 if you'd li ke to 
join. If interested in Portsmouth, 
N.H. area midweek after work 
ridesCall 603-749-1449. * 
treat 
Labor Day W nd 
Tollend, Massachusetts. 
formationwriteNEWMR-L , .0. 
Box 550, Branfo'rd, CT. 06405. 
GAY & LESBIAN· 
I n f o ·- L i n e 
883-6934 
We)e on line again! 
We 're live ever 
Wednesday 
6-Spm 
we ·need volunteers 
free listings all thetime 
e . . 
aytherewill bea break-
at Williston West 
~hurch at 8plil. The clqs-
mg ceremony will be at 
10am. 
For registration and fee informa-
tion please call 283-9347 or 
839-4275. Volunteers are also 
needed! 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Workshops Include 
Singing with the Sappho-nics 
Our\Paper 
September 7 . ·\. 
Labor Day 
Monday 
ACT-UP Portland "' , 
Labor Day Action. 
America United Against Aids is a 
coalition of AIDS Activists arid 
service providers marching to-
getherto demand leadership from 
_ George Bush on the AIDS Crisis. 
In an election yearyourvoice and "" <E 
body is especially needed to de- ~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;~Cltl 
mand action. Lets make this march 
one George Bush can't ignore! 
Call ACT-UP Portland for more 
information' 828-0566. * 1.\ Sf · 
· J!tJ,,. ~~ !.ber 13 
September 10-27 t~~ c: lay 
Thursday-5 . .\; --. al :rovincetown i:arbor 
'""' 1fe AIDS Benefit. 
TORCH SO_NG TRIL · ~~ ~LongPointl..ighttothe 
rected by Brian P. Allen , 1;~ o~~ ~~·1.4 miles. For swimmer 
presented at the Theate~ Pr . - ·· e:• sheets and registration and 
14 School Street, Bruns~1ck. . D · ate_r and v_olunteer sign up call 
ets $10. Proceeds will benefit or wnte: Swim for Life, P.O. Box 
"'.'erryineeting AIDS Support Ser- 819_ Provincetown, MA 02657. 
vices and The AIDS Project. For 508-487-3684. * 
reservations and more informa-
tion please call 729-8584. * r 
October 4 
September 12& 13 Sunday 
Satunlay&Sunday 3rd Annual Maine AIDS Walk. 
TheFirstWomen'sMountainBike Sponsored by The Maine AIDS 
Race Alliance to benefit the 16 com-
Range Pond Campground, Po- munity based AIDS service orga-
land, Maine. Sponsored by Lisa nizations in Maine. The walk will 
Vaccaro. Registration fee is $25. be held simultaneously in 9 loca-
and includes a T-Shirt. There is a tions: Bangor, Camden, Rumford, 
$3. overnight camping rate. Sat- Portland Bridgton, Brunswick, 
urday at noon are the time trials. Lewisto/Auburn, Waterville & 
Sunday re5istration will be at Ellsworth. For more information, 
1 Oam. For more information call call your local AIDS service orga-
Lisa at 871-8965. Please register nization or leave a message at 
before August 20th. * ..., • t .1-2924. * 
-~~~~ -
September 12 - ~ ~cW&er 9-11 
Saturday ~ ~-- ~11;ty· ~unday . 
Saturday Night Live AcWllc~ .M~S ~roJectAIDSMemo-
theWomen'sMountain Bik-~ «· ilt, m it's large~t form, will 
Campground. Featuring G . . isp~ayed_ m Wa_shmgton, D.C. 
Payson, Becky Albert and Janet II. CO~Junct1on with the larg_est 
Harvey Ope ·k b . gathering of AIDS-related service . n m1 e, rmg your . . Th d' 1 guitar and jam! 8pm-Range Pond oQrg~ln,z~ltl1obns. . e is~day of the 
Campground Poland M . * u1 t w1 egm on Fn ay at 10 
, , ame. am with the traditional unfolding 
$10-15 sliding fee in advance 
$ 15 at the door 
ceremony and reading of names. 
Legal Issues: Wills, Power of Attorney, etc. 
Ins and Outs of Therapy 
Why Can't Sharon <tome Home? A video about Sharon 
Kowalski and Karen Thompson 
Couples/Relationship Issues 
For more information, send SASE to 
Monadnock Area Womyn 
P.O. Box 6345 
Keene, NH 03431 
or call (603) 352-6741 -..., 
- exclusively for lesbians -
Wheelchair accessible; call if you need A,SL interprel~tion 
July 31-Aug. 9 
Frid_ay & Saturday at 8:00 pm 
Sunday ·at 2:00 pm 
at the Bookland Theater 
Congress St., Portland 
(formerly the Maine Savings Plaza) 
Tickets- $7.00, limited seating 
call 77 4-2142· for more 
information. 
Mollyhouse Pro'ductions is a gro'up of 
gays and lesbians dedicated to the 
education and enrichment of our 
community throµgh creative imagery 
and gay/lesbian history. We are 
proud to present Bent as 
Me!!yhouse's first production. 
AUGUST 1992 T 11 
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continued from page 9 
people of the same sex being parents," 
Bush answered. ''I'm very sorry, I don't 
accept that as normal. 
"And I believe in the traditional family 
- values," he added. "And the best shot that 
a kid has is to have a mother and a father 
that love that child, that will educate that 
child, that will care for that child ... But to 
glamorize life styles that in my view, are not 
the normpl life style, I don't approve of that. 
I don'twanttocensor it, but I don't approve 
it." ' 
Saying that the nation has gotten away 
from the "traditional" values, the President 
backed up his Vice President in his claims 
that popular culture is helping undermine 
the American family structure. 
FRANK WARNS THAT LACK OF 
SUPPORT FOR CLINTON 
COULD HURT MOVEMENT 
Speaking before lesbian and gay 
Democrats in Washington D.C. earlier, 
R~p. Barney Frank (D-Mass.) warned th?t 
failure to support Arkansas Gov. 8111 
Clinton's bid for the White House would 
severely damage the political credibility of 
the gay rights movement. 
Frank easily conceded that Clinton's 
position on gay rights issues is stronger 
than President Bush's. But 'he said the 
imr.9rtant thing was that the nation's politi-
cal establishment perceived Clinton's posi-
tion to be strong and unequivocal. 
Therefore, Frank said, "if the gay and 
lesbian community does not produce an 
active and successful effort to turn out votes 
for Bill Clinton, our credibility at the na-
tional political level, the issues we care 
about, will be severely damaged." 
Respondtng to eha,8es-that Clinton's ... 
gay rights record in Arkansas was not 
totally supportive, the openly gay con-
gressman asked," Are elections a forum in 
which you dole out rewards and punish-
ments (based on) people's past lives or on 
their trying to affect the future of our own 
lives?" · -
NEW JERSEY GAY RIGHTS 
LAW UPHELD 
CAMDEN, NJ - The Orthodox 
Presbyterian Church is claiming partial 
victory after a federal judge concluded a 
new state law banning discrimination 
against gays and lesbians doesn't apply to 
religious institutions. 
U.S. DistrictJudge William G. Bassler, 
howevec did not declare the law unconsti-
tutional. A lawsuit filed on behalf of .the 
church by the Virginia-based Rutherford 
Institute contended the law infringes upon 
religious and speech freedoms. 
The law, signed by Gov. Jim Florio in 
January, extends New Jersey's anti-dis-
crimination statutes to protect gays, lesbi-
ans, and bisexuals. The lawn makes it 
illegal to discriminate in housing employ-
ment and other public accommodations 
against anyone based on their sexual 
orientation . 
The Orthodox Presbyterian Church in 
its lawsuit said it considers homosexuality 
continued on page 13 
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..._M.;,;..;;;;..;;.a ____ d ............ ,orse Theatre's An Unfinished Song 
A young musician has died of a 
tenible illness. His four closest friends, 
among them two ex-lovers, a girl and a 
boy, return to his New York apartment 
after the funeral to sort out Michael's 
belongings - and their feelings. They 
are an odd lot who have struggled 
through the eighties for career and 
emotional success. Just as they all seem 
to have made it, Michael, the linchpin of 
their little group, dies. Since most of the 
group are performers, it's very natural 
for them to sing elegies for their dead 
friend and for their dead past together, 
and they do. Then they go to the beach 
to commit Michael's ashes to the winds 
and the waves he loved. 
Pretty ~orbid for "'a musical you say? 
Not "another'' AIDS play? Wrong! Rush, 
do not walk, to The Mad Horse Theatre 
to see James]. Mellon's often brilliant, 
sometimes hilarious and always deeply 
affecting musical, An Unfinished Song. 
(left to right) Kevin Baley, Ron LaRosa, Regina O'Malley, KJIINl'ly Dakin 
There's so much talent involved 
here: Mellon wrote not only the book 
but also the music and lyrics, and plays 
the role of Mjchael. Mellon's life partner, 
Kevin Bailey, brings depth and a beauti-
ful baritone to the t1ptight, preppy, al!.d 
closeted Worth. He seduces straight 
Michael, then leaves him after eight 
years for career advancement. It is a 
tough character to make likable; Bailey 
carries the show on his broad shoulders. 
Toe beach house love scene between 
Bailey and Mellon is tough, tender, sexy, 
but in good taste. Anyone who hasn't 
seen two men making love should see it 
they will realize that it is what we're 
anM!!fifil~J~~!lSonG 
about love. Regina 
O'Malley, as Beth, 
the girl-caught-in-
between, is sad, 
sardonic, frantic, 
hilarious and quite 
real. Her opposite in 
providing the play's 
lighter moments, 
Kymberly Dakin, as 
the Miami Beach 
airhead, Debbie, 
does a Madonna 
send-down you will 
want to go on forever. 
Ron LaRosa, the only 
one of the quintet 
who makes it "big" in 
The Show Biz by 
becoming a commer-
cial clown, looks like 
the kid who never 
grew up but had to 
JULY 21-AUG. 16. TUES.- SUN. TICKETS: $15 I $17 
AT MAD HORSE THEATRE• 955 FOREST AVE. PORTlAND 
BOX OFFICE: 797-3338 








New York Times 
sell out Their interaction is seamless, 
the complex flashbacks and 
flashf orwards that tell the story of this 
five-way romance are handled flawlessly, 
and the production is superb. 
Mr. Mellon's music is inspired by 
Andrew Lloyd Weber, Billy Joel and 
especially, Stephen Sondheim. The 
entire structure of the show and its 
music reveal Sondheim's enormous 
influence on the American Musical. The 
numbers vary from Broadway 
razzmatazz to folk to chamber opera. 
There is even a p~phrase tribute of 
Sondheim's musical about Suerat 
An Unfinished Song is a work in 
progress, and can be pared of some of its 
sentimentality. It is at its best when the 
characters and story come at you with 
the cynically funny, self-deprecating 
humor of New York- where love is not 
supposed to interrupt Mellon has that 
down pat, in words and mu~ic, and I 
hope he sticks with it. Mellon's tiest 
music and his finest words are sophisti-
cated, intelligent, witty and deeply 
moving. 
Finally, An Unfinished Song is about 
love - finding it, losing it, and finding 
the bravery to lose it again. Don't miss it! 
It does a heart good. • 
Our\Paper 
Bent: Seeing What Cell Happen 
by Alan Stearns 
Portland's Mollyhouse Productions 
made its first public offering on July 31 
with the opening of Martin Sherman's 
play Bent, which runs through August 
9th at the Theatre at Bookland on 
Congress Street. Set in Berlin and 
Dachau during the Nazi era, Bent follows 
three gay male characters as they are 
weeded out of German society. The 
powerful script not only exposes the 
oppression of homosexuals under the 
Nazis, but also explores the manipula-
tion, denial, abuse, and deceit used by 
Max, played by Tom Turner, against his 
family, lovers and self in a desperate 
effort to stay in control even before Nazi 
persecution. The incompatible concepts 
of love and survival tear Max apart in a 
society where gay love is punishable by 
death. 
Mollyhouse Productions is a group 
which formed this spring to enhance the 
gay and lesbian experience in Maine by 
providing more opportunity for artistic 
expression. Some of the driving forces 
behind Mollyhouse were inspired by 
Doing Strange Things in the Name of Art, 
presented last summer in Portland by 
New York City's Kathleen Mary. 
Mollyhouse's vision is to continue the 
opportunity to e}g)lore gay and lesbian 
art by organizing several productions a 
year in drama, poetry, performance, and 
music. 
Mollyhouse got another inspiration 
by the Matlovich Society's Lesbian and 
Gay History classes offered in February 
and March by Professor Howard 
Solomon. Those classes not only pulled 
s.ome of the eventual producers together, 
but also inspired the ·name. Mollyhouses 
were clubs in towns in England where 
gay men began to congregate, with 
entertainment and socialization revolving 
around men who would dress according 
to different sexual roles: the first drag 
bars. 
One of the visions of Mollyhouse 
Productions is to bring forth those things 
that are left out in both the gay and 
artistic communities. 
They hope to produce 
the works of fresh new 
playwrights and 
provide opportunities 
for gay people who are ... i.:.v .. :· "j_y·; __ ___ -··; 
not usually active in 1._...,._.••••~~ • ..,-+1~~;+,~~'~1•/ '•,~'/!11,("'Y,-,\'1 .. 
the artistic community \/ ; ;' ' ' ,, 
"-:' . / ... ~')/ / -. 
to explore their artistic //, \·\\,: 
sensibilities and to fill \,-;.<>>>} 
the gay community ' ,v , ' 
with the idea of its 
- potential. 
Mollyhouse is not 
working alone in its 
vision of linking gay 
themes and sensibili-
ties with art. An 
Unfinished Song is 
currently being 
performed at the Mad 




involves gay actors 
and gay themes. 
Torch Song Trilogy will 
be produced in 
Brunswick this fall by 
the same group that 
offered A Normal 
Heart. Out and Out 
Cast of Mollyhouse Productions' Bent 
Productions and their annual Gay and 
Lesbian Film Festival in Portland 
provides a substantial contribution to 
both the gay and artistic development of 
Portland. Other production groups such 
as Alternative Mediums also support a 
welcome forum for gay and lesbian 
themes and artists while not specifically 
focusing on gay community development 
as an organizational objective. 
Mollyhouse distinguishes itself from 
some of these groups by specifically 
focusing the inherent contribution and 
the relationship of the gay community to 
a wide range of art media. 
The group's ambition to bring art 
out of the galleries and theaters and into 
all levels of the community is evident by 
its recent co-sponsorship of a Matlovich 
panel discussion. In light of Benfs links 
to the Jewish Holocaust, panelists were 
asked to discuss the role of civil rights 
history and the Jewish experience in the 
current gay movements. Tirrough this 
discussion, Mollyhouse used its theatri-
cal production as a starting point for 
critical discussions on politics and 
community approaches to civil rights. 
Choosing Bent as its first production 
is a risk for Mollyhouse. It is a challeng-
ing full length play which has demanded 
a lot from the directors, actors, produc-
tion staff, and coffers of Mollyhouse. 
The directors are confident that future 
productions will expand away from the 
current male predominance, however. 
They recognize that the group can only 
retain its present vitality by reaching out 
to all people to get infusions of new 
energy and ideas. • 
Bent is a Winner 
by Holly Valero 
Brooding Max (f om Turner) is 
an extravagant drunkard with a 
penchant for telling lies and making 
deals. His lover Rudy (Bryan 
Charbonneau), a scatterbrained 
dancer who names his plants, suffers 
his partner's philandering. We meet 
in Berlin - a classic morning,after 
scene. Max's mind is empty, but his 
bed is full. Occupant? Wolf (Dennis 
Ferrante), a one-night stand, hunted 
by Nazis in a round-up of queers. A 
knock at the door, thought to be an 
angry''landlord, leads to bloodshed 
and Max and Rudy .are left on the 
run from town to town and, finally, 
into the forest. Max tries to cut a deal 
(without success) to get papers and 
tickets to Amsterdam for them both. 
Rudy digs ditches for pocket change. 
Out of luck and time they are caught 
by Nazis and shipped to Dachau 
where triangles tell your story: queers 
wear pink, political prisoners wear 
red, convicts green, and Jews a yellow 
star. 
Max doesn't want to be seen as 
queer. Queers suffer the worst 
treatment. A degrading scenario 
staged by Nazi guards wins him his 
yellow star, but the price is high. 
Prison's disintegrating effect on 
the human body and spirit shows in 
Max and fellow inmate Horst - a pink 
triangle - as they carry stones twelve 
hours daily, unable to touch or even 
look at each other. They~. however, 
feel each other. It is this feeling that 
sustains them. 
Live theatre surrounds you with 
depth and f~ling unlike a movie. 
Bent is thought-provoking, set 
designs and costuming are creative, 
and the production well-acted by the 
· Mollyhouse cast. Lavane Bickford is 
hauntingly marvelous as nightclub 
act Greta. Tom Turner 's Max is 
acted with tenacity and grit, and 
Kevin McCullen is simply excellent as 
Horst. The feeling and dignity that 
he brings to the character will leave 
you with a lump in your throat. It's 
a winner! 
Bent runs through August 8 at the 
Bookland Theater (Formerly Maine 
Savings Plaza) 
Saturday at 8:00 p.m., Sunday at 2:00 
p.m. 
Tickets available at: Drop Me a Line, 
Condom Sense, Amadeus Music 
Suggested Donation: $7 
continued from page 12 
a "moral perversion in the most intimot~ of 
human relationships." 
The church hod sought on injunction 
until the court rules on the constitutionality 
ofthe low. The judge on June 19 denied the 
request. 
In his interpretation, Bossler concluded 
the low does not apply to religious organi-
zations. The low does not specifically ex-
empt churches. 
"There is a clear conclusion that the 
statute is not intended to apply to the 
exercise of religion ... or religious places of 
worship," Bossler said. "There is no way 
on God's earth that this statute would ever 
be applied to church services," 
KU KLUX kLAN SAYS GAYS 
DESERVE DEATH PENALTY 
DAYTONA BEACH, FL- During a Ku 
Klux Klan rally here, blocks and Jews were 
not the usual targets. 
Instead, about 50 Klonsmen, 
skinheads, and supporters proclaimed gay 
men and lesbians should receive the death 
penalty. · 
During the rally on July 11 , the KKK 
faced a counter-demonstration by a large 
group that included gay men and lesbians, 
members of the Notional Organization for 
Women, and members of a local church 
that serves the gay community. 
There were no au,ests and no vio-
lence, said Officer Al Tolley, public infor-
mation officer for Daytona Beach police. 
About 200 people attended the rally 
at 3 p.m. held outside City Holl and .onti-
Klon demonstrators outnumbered Klansmen 
by almost three-to.one. 
The Klan forces were led by an Or-
lando man named John Baumgardner, 
who descr.ibed himself as grand dragon of 
the Florido chapter of the Invisible Empire 
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan . · 
"As it is the current trend among 
homosexual perverts to step into the spot-
li_ght and boldly proclaim to the world their 
sick, deviate lifestyle, we of the Florido Ku 
· Klux Klan ore obliged to inform them and 
worn them that they will be put to death 
unless they repent from their blasphemy 
and abominations," said Baumgardner, 
reading from a prepared speech. 
The Klan leader denied he was en-
couraging people to murder gays. 
But Baumgardner added, "It's up to 
Christians to rise up and impose the death 
penalty on them." 
WISCONSIN LAW STRUCK DOWN; 
BIGOTED THOUGHT "PROTECTED" 
The Wisconsin Supreme Court over-
turned the state's hate crimes low because 
it punishes bigoted thought protected by 
the First Amendment. The ruling hos handed _ 
down the day after the U.S. Supreme 
Court's ruling upholding hateful speech or 
symbols. 
Like many hate crimes lows, the Wis-
consin statute provided for additional pen- _ 
olties for crimes motivated by the attacker's 
hate of his victim because of race, notional 
origin, religion, sexual orientation, or dis-
ability. 
continued on page 14 
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- , The court reiected the argument that 
the law punished an action motivated by 
hb tred, not the hate it~elf. The 2-to-2 deci-
sion" said the state "cannot criminalize 
bigoted thought with which it disagrees." 
Chief Justice Nathan B. Hefferman 
said that, while the case before the U.S. 
Supreme Court differed from the case the 
Wisconsin Court heard, the federal court's 
ruling reinforced the state panel's interpre-
tations of the First Amendment. 
PHOENIX COUNCIL PASSES 
COMPROMISE RIGHTS BILL 
PHOENIX- Phoenix voters won't be 
asked to decide the fate of a controversial 
gay-rights.ordinance after all. 
, The City Counc,il voted July 8 to re-
:Verse an earlier decision to refer the anti-
- :discrimination meas~re to the ballot and 
passed a compromise ordinance in hopes 
of avoiding a potentially bitter and divisive 
campaign . 
The council had voted following a 
raucous, three-hour hearing on June 16 to 
, submit the proposal to a public vote in the 
i October city election. 
Mayor Paul Johnson brought the ordi-,. 
nonce back before the council in hopes of 
avoiding a campoign that he said he 
feared would tear t,he city apart. 
Former U.S. Sen. Barry Goldwater 
and Mark DeMichele, chief executive of 
Arizona Public Service Co., also urged the 
council to reconsider the decision . 
"If you put this thing on the ballot, all 
hell is going to break loose," Goldwater 
said. "I've lived here for a long time and I 
know how excited people can get about 
nothing." . 
The compromise, introduced July 8 by 
Councilman John Nelson, prohibits em-
players from discriminating on the basis of 
sexual orientation . But it applies only to 
companies that do business with the city 
and have 35 or more employees. 
SUPREME COURl"RUUNG BACKS 
GAY PRIDE MARCHER 
WASHINGTON - The Supreme 
Court . has refused to kill the civil rights 
lawsuit of a gay man ordered to give a 
blood sample after he bit two San Diego 
policemen. 
The court, without comment Jone 22, 
let stand a ruling that said a jury should 
decide, among other things, whether Brian 
Barlow's rights were violated when his 
blood sample was taken without a court 
warrant. 
Barlow marched in · a gay pride pa-
rade in San Diego on June 7, 1986. The 
event drew a number of anti-gay hecklers, 
and police were assigned to maintain 
order. 
Barlow was taken into custody after an 
encounter with police, the facts of which 
are in dispute. During an altercation, Barlow 
bit officers George Ground and Raymond 
Shay hard enough to draw blood. 
Barloweventuallywas handcuffed and 
taken to a local hospital so that the injuries 
he received during the altercation could be 
treated. At the hospital, Barlow said he 
was gay. When asked if he had AIDS, 
Barlow first saia he did not'and then stated, 
"for the officers' sake, you better take it that 
I do (have AIDS) ." 
After Barlow refused to give a blood 
sample .so it could be tested for the AIDS 
virus, he was taken to a pol ice station 
where a blood sample was obtained with-
out his consent and without a court war-
rant. 
The blood sample never was tested, 
according to court records. 
Barlow was acquitted of all criminal 
charges filed against him, and then filed 
his civil rights suit. His suit alleges that the 
Your most important sexual organ: 
Have safe sex: 
dirty dancing vibrators 
dress up or striptease 
body massage 
masturbation/ mutual masturbation 
erotic literature 
For more information on safe sex, 
call the Maine AIDS Information Line at 1-800-851-AIDS. 
(A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE MAINE AIDS ALLIANCE ANO THE AETNA FOUNDATION) 
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police used excessive force against him, 
arrested him w ithout probable cause to 
suspect a crime, and engaged in an unlaw-
ful seizure by taking his blood Nithout a 
warrant. · 
A federal judge threw· out Barlow's 
suit, but the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals reinstated it last September. 
Regarding the blood sample, the ap-
peals court said the city and its police are 
not entirled to any legal immunity because 
their conduct was unreasonable. The city's 
lawyers contended that police believed the 
two bitten officers faces a medical emer-
gency. 
But the appeals court said, "It makes 
no difference to the officers' health whether 
Barlow was tested immediately, without a 
warrant, or a short time later pursuant to a 
warrant. There was no chance that the 
information police sought would disap-
pear with the passage of time." 
The appeal entered on June 22 said 
San Diego and the officers sued are being 
held accountable for what is known about 
AIDS today even though their conduct 
occurred in 1986. 
"In 1986 very little was known about 
the virus at all even w ithin the medica l 
profession," the appeal said . "The minimal 
intrusion of taking a blood sample, without 
force, simply to test for the presence of the 
AIDS virus, must be balanced against the 
officers' good faith belief that it would be 
helpful to protest and preserve life or avoid 
• • • II 4 , 
serious 1n1ury. ' -
POPULAR SOAP OPERA TO TACKLE 
ISSUE OF GAY TEENS 
Another television show has added an 
openly gay character. Last week, 17-year-
old actor Ryan Phillippe began his por-
trayal of a gay teenager on the daytime 
soap opera One Life to Live. 
"The gay community in our country is 
large and the fears that attend it are rarely 
continued on page 15 
Paul Lavin 
Attorney at ·Law 
-~ 
P.O. Box 443 
Portland, ME 04112 
(207) 870-2171 
continued from page 8 
''What are you doing on Friday?" 
"Nothing .. .! think. What are you 
doing?'' 
"Nothing." 
"Are you sure?" 
We both double check and face each 
other with blank stares. I realize that I've 
forgotten how to talk to her in person, 
forever exchanging sound bites via 
answering machine. 
I picture myself as an old woman. A 
scrapbook of answering machine tapes 
replaces the photographs that were 
never taken, the letters never sent An 
ancient answering machine - long 
outdated - gathers dust and cobwebs in 
the comer of my little old lady apartment. 
My life goes beeping past my ears .. . I 
can't come to the phone right now. 
Just think. You can't see me in 
person and I can't even come to the phone. 
But you can talk to the tape recorder 
that played in the house that I seldom 
lived in .. . if it makes you feel any better. 
And I'll get back to you as soon as I 
can .. . just wait for the beep and begin 






but which one? 
Gay Personals! 
• Hear the voice personal ads of over 1200 
gay men in your choice of over 120 areas. 
• The newest personals are played first. 
• User friendly prompts and instructions. 
900-776-6966 95¢./min 
Tone phones on!y. Average call I- IO min. 
Under 18 must have parent's pe}lllission. 
Call the number below (you pay any toll) to: 
• Record your own voice personal ad, fn_:e. 
• Check for voice replies to your personal. 
• Sign up for 75¢/min access to our 800 line. 
• Order free, time-saving information. 
708-705-6699 (24 hrs) 
When prompted for an ad code enter 554. ··~~~~&;l]m 
708-991-0693 3-7 pm est - Palatine, Illinois 
1 ( 
J 
continued from page 9 
indict themselves. Jim Duran can 
tighten the noose with every opening of 
his foul mouth and Queer Nation will be 
all too happy to pull away the chair. 
It's going to be a hot, sticky summer 
for Portland. The referendum will give 
gay news top billing on television and in 
print. Ignoring us will be impossible. 
Mainers are going to learn about the 
trials and tribulations of queer existence 
whether they like it or not. The opportu-
nity for education is a bright spot, but 
inevitably there will be a backlash. It's 
because of this potential for violence that 
Queer Nation is creating Project Blow. 
With the help of Portland's finest in blue, 
QN will equip members of the gay and 
lesbian community with whistles, and 
teach us all some basic self-defense 
strategies. Mark Dion and the crew 
down on Middle Street have been 
increasingly supportive, but ultimately 
our safety is our responsibility. So, for a 
safe summer, remember: wear a whistle, 
blow hard, and don't.:go home alone. 
Thanks for listening. For more info 
on Queer Nation come to a meeting (see 
calendar listings for time and place), or 
just give us a ring at 828-4024. Best of all, 
loud and proud Queer Nation t-shirts are 











keep us strong 
subscribe 
we~~I keep you 
t1! Ht19; HI4 
informed! 
P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 04104 
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continued from page 14 
explored. This is the first we (in daytime) 
have examined where homophobic fears 
come from, " said Linda Gottleib, executive 
producer of the ABC series. 
Phillippe said that he was very con-
cerned about taking on the roleforfearthat 
people would think he is gay. "A lot of 
people can't separate reality and fantasy," 
he said . But, he added, noting the'high rate 
of suicide among lesbian and gay teens, 
the role was important because it may help 
gay teenagers come to terms with their 
sexuality. 
THE OLDEST BOTTOM MAN 
ON EARTH FOUND IN ALPS 
What may be the remains of the oldest 
gay man have been found in the Alps. The 
frozen body of a man who died about 
5,470 years ago had traces of semen in 
his anus and intestine leading some to 
believe that the man had engaged in 
receptive anal intercourse shortly before 
his death. 
Angles, a lesbian and gay publication 
from Vancouver, British Columbia, reported 
the discovery. The article said that a tattoo 
found on the body also puzzled research-
ers. Some claim it marked the man as an 
outcast, while others speculate that it de-
noted clan membership. 
"GAY LIBERATION" STATUE 
INSTALLED IN NEW YORK 
NEW YORK - Nearly a quarter 
century after the Stonewall Riots, a monu-
ment entitled "Gay Liberation" was in-
stalled hereJL1ne 23 to mark acceptance of 
gays and lesbians. 
"It means that the history of the lesbian 
and gay community has finally been writ-
ten into the history of our city, our nation, 
and our world - and treated with re-
spect," said Mayor David Dinkins. 
The statue, by George Segal, shows 
two females seated on a park bench touch-
ing each other lightly and two males stand-
ing next to each other. 
It is located in Christopher Park, near 
· the spot where the Stonewall Inn riots of 
, 1969, involving clashes between police 
and gays, began. 
Dinkins said at the installation that, 
" just as the Stonewall Riots marked the. 
beginning of the struggle for modern-day 
gay liberation, the proposal for this sculp-
ture in the late 1970s marked the begin-
ning of the struggle to gain acceptance for 
the symbol of that struggle." 
At one point, several hecklers inter-
rupted the mayor to demand that the city 
recognize gay and lesbian domestic part-
nerships among municipal workers as it 
does those of married couples. 
BID TO PUNISH BOY SCOUTS 
BOYCOTTS FAILS 
WASHINGTON - The U.S. House 
on July 1 effectively blocked anti-gay forces 
from coming forward with a proposal to 
penalize two companies for joining in the 
national boycott of the Boy Scouts of 
America over its refusal to allow openly 
gay individuals to serve as scouts or coun-
selors. 
The vote came during debate on a 
treasury department bill when the House 
voted 222-180 on a procedural motion. 
The vote had the effect of barring Rep. 
Clyde Holloway (R-LA) from introducing 
his Boy Scouts amendment. 
Had the motion been defeated, 
Holloway would have introduced an 
amendment which would have effectively 
frozen funds in the Federal Reserve System 
belonging to Wells Fargo and the Bank of 
America until the companies pulled out of 
the Boy Scouts boycott. It also would have 
curtailed the United Way's local branches 
use of the U.S. Postal System until they 
began doing business with the Scouts. 
" I am trying to stop the United Way, 
the big banks, 'lnd big business from 
destroying the Boy Scouts and the value 
they promote in young boys," ,aid 
Holloway on the House floor, "Boy Scouts 
continue to say, 'Our values are not for 
sale."' 
The Boy Scouts of America have been 
the target of a national boycott effort led by 
gay and lesbian groups over their stead-
fast refusal to allow openly gay individuals 
to serve as either scouts or counselors. The 
effort has led a number of companies, 
including the Bank of America and the 
Levis Strauss Co. to withhold corporate 
donations to the Scouts organization, as 
have some local chapters of the United 
Way charities. 
"I am opposed to homo~exuals being 
Scoutmasters because it sends a wrong 
signal to the young boys," said Holloway. 
"There have been numerous examples of 
sexual molestation of young Boy Scouts by 
their Scoutmasters, and I have a stack of 
them in my office, if anyone would like to 
see them." 
"Clyde Holloway has decided to make 
a national name for himself as a congres-
sional gay basher, " said Gregory King of 
the Human Rights Campaign Fund. "This is · 
the most creative effort yet to institutional-
ize anti-gay and lesbian · discrimination. 
And we will be on guard to ensure that no 
proposal of this sort ever becomes law." 
CREDITS 
The news was compiled and writ-
ten by Paul Lavin with additional 
articles written by Celeste 
· Gosselin and Alan Stearns. 
Sources for the news were: Bay 
Windows, Philadelphia G 
News, Washington Blade, d 
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(207) 563- 1668 
Seferlis & Trottier 
Counseling & Hypnotherapy 
Individuals. and Couples 
Sexual Issues Couples Therapy 
Men's and \\'omen's Issues Stress Management 
Nicholas Sef'erlis MS NCC 
Marianne Trottier MS NCC 
-·---..lo~-- ---1.....'...._ ____ - - --- · 
222 St. John Street 
871-813-' 
Norma Kraus Eule, MSW, LCSW 
Llceneed Clinical Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
lndlvldual & Group 
. 10 Minot Avenue 
. Auburn, Maine 04210 784-8747 ' 
Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T. 
Couple Counseling . . 
·. Individual and Group Therapy 
(207) 77~ 7927 
232 St John Stred, Sujte 220. Portland. ME 04102 
' 
Thomas E. Graham 
HEALING FACJLrrATOR 
(207) 799-1411 
Specializing in Chronic and Serious Illness 
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OurU:-aper . -
Bodywork to balance life energies 
. for healing & well-being 
.· Willow Femmechild, R.N. 
Portland, Moine . 
(207) 874-2932 
KAREN M0LVIG, Psy.D. 
Clinical Psychologist, Licensed 
CECILIA LELAND, L.C.S.W. 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
582-1559 
103 Brunswick Avenue Gardiner, ME 04345 
207-775-1849 
ANNE E. KNIGHTS 
Mass49e The .. apist 
222 St. 3ohn St .. ee.+ 
S"'ite 318 
Po..+land, Maine 04102 
<207r772-s860 
142 High Street. Suite 318 
Portland, ME 04101 
Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW 












· {~'LI' COUr'-J.Sfl ING~ENTER 
•' ' I r i: (r_l l Joa.nne H. Clarey. Ed.D. 
q ,~ V1v1an Wadas. MA 
(207) 871-0377 
7"17 Conqrpss Strr=-:;et • Pu rt 1rJr,d. Mrnr,e 04102 
BELLVILLE 
COUNSELING 
A s s O c I A ,T r===s---------'-"-----I 
OF MAINE 
We are a group of therapists who specialize in individual therapy, . 
couples counseling, addictions, co-dependency, ACOA and 
alcohol-related issues. 
~ I • . i 
You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotiona
1
1,. 
sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment. 1 J 
Call us. We are here to help. Insurance 
reimbursable by niost companies. 
For further information: (207) 729-8727 
8 Stanwood Srreet. P.O. Box 186. 13fu°'5WiCk, ME 04011-0186 (207) 729-8727 
Our~aper 
Classified Advertisements 
How do I write a Personal Ad? \7'!11~1'1ffl?'l',~ 1screte, expect same. Slim, 
attractive, honest, si b-
. · ·ve novice bi. eekin 
INCURABLE ROMANTIC - Profes-
sional , 46, GWM, 5'8" , 145, attractive, 
straight-acting, healthy, secure, affection-
ate, seeks same for friendship, possibly 
leading to honest, monogamous rela-
tionship. Write to Advertiser #802, Clo 
Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 
04104. (PA10) 
WRONG 
I saw you standing in line at the 
Department of Motor Vehicles. I was in 
charge of the laminating machine. I 
don't know if you even saw me. I didn't 
knowwhattosayso I didn'tsayanything. 
You were wearing a black T-shirt and 
red sneakers and getting a vanity plate 
that read: QUEEN. 
WRITE 
MYQUEN! ATIHEDMVISWU_N_LN. 
MYHRT WNTWOW! AMANOF 
FWWRDS I_HLD MYTNG 2_MY RE-
GRET. U_INA BLK_T N_RED SNEAKS 
R_JUST 2_GD2B TRUE! LMINAT 
MYHRT WIYRLV! JST_NM THETME 
ANDTH PLATES! 
female s r couple fo::"!!r st>:e=ss:::::!n~oh,:r,e=-t!' 
t . an travel 80 miles from Ellsworth. 
Can meet days only, M-F. All with phote 
answered. Phone gets immediate, dis-
crete reply. Please write to Advertiser# 
601 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Port-
land, ME 04104. (PAS) 
21 MALE PERSONALS 
STRAIGHT•ACTING GWM, 25, seeks 
younger trim, fit bi or GWM for friendship 
and ouidoor activities. No fems or heavys, 
please. Write to Advertiser #803, c/o Our 
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME04104. 
(PA10) 
Let your imagination run wild! 
GENUINE PAINTER NEEDS MODEL 
AND MORE - AMOUR! No other 
preconceptions. The future : Art. Write to 
Advertiser#800 , c/oOurPaper, P.O. Box 
737, Portland, ME 04104. (PAS) 
GWM, 37, 5'8", BR, BLUE, SEEKING 
MASCULINE GUY around same age to 
go bowling one night a week and dancing 
one weekend night. I have the care of 
sick parents and other responsibilities 
and I need leisure time. A photo would be 
nice. Write to Advertiser # 707, c/o Our 
Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME04104. 
(PA9) 
12 MISCELLANEOUS 
UA AREA BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
- Maybe you could become a buyer, 
partner, or employee. Computerized of-
fice, fully equipped, no time. Good poten-
tial. Call 225-3956 or write P .0. Box 552, . 
Auburn, ME 04212-0552. (PA9) 
-
16 APARTMENT/HOME TO 
SHARE 
I 
NON-SMOKING LESBIAN WANTED to 
' share our Falmouth country home. Fire-
place, outdoor hot tub, acres of beauty 
and tranquility. A 20-minute drive to 
Portland. We are a Lesbian couple, 
many interests including our family of 2 
dogs and rabbit. Optional furnishing for 
bedroom. $290/month + utilities. 781-
4747 before 10:00pm. (PA 8) 
ROOMMATE NEEDED DURING SEP-
TEMBER. GM Looking for person to 
share 2-bedroom apartment located be-
tween intown Portland and USM. Your 
share, $260 a month includes everythiog 
except toll calls and food. Call Les at 77 4- ,. 
8884 and leave a message. 
ROOMMATE SOUGHT - Responsible 
non-smoker to share sunny spacious 3 
bedroom apartment off Brighton Avenue, 
with GM and 2 dogs. Off-street parking, 
washer/dryer. $175/month + 1 /2 utils. 
Available Sept. 7. Call 761-4426. (PA9) 
Our\¥aper 
Classfied Advertising. 
All classifieds must be prepaid prior to 
publication. Our Poper accepts no liability for 
any reason for its failure to Qrint on ad, or for 
any errors appearing beyona the cost of the 
advertisement. Our Poper reserves the right 
to edit or reject any .ad. 
Send completed form to: 
Our Paper• Classified Ad Deportment 
PO Box 737 • Portland, ME 04104 
20 FEMALEPERSONALS 
LESBIAN - 30 - BLONDE HAIR, HAZEL 
EYES, songwriter and performer with all 
lesbian band. Looking for professional 
woman in 30's who enjoys music, scary 
carnival rides, other people, and an occa-
sional hamburger. Send response to 
Advertiser # 706, c/o Our Paper, P.O. 
Box 737, Portland, ME 04104. (PAS) 
LESBIAN -40- Island woman of Hancock 
County. Likes romantic music, movies, 
and taking 'Nalks. I'm looking for a les-
bian who lives life sober and doesn't 
smoke. l eone who likes to communi-
cate; an i sensitive to others who re 
searching or a faithful friend and lov r. 
Advertiser #850, c/o Our Paper, PO Box 
737, Portland, ME 04104. (PA 9) 
I DON'T WANNA PLAY HOUSE! This 
LF, 25, has had enough domesticity; look· 
ing for chem free wild woman to roar with. 
No strings, no games, no consciousness 
raising. A love of music and sense of 
humor required. Advertiser # 702, c/o 
Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Portland, ME 
04104.· (PAB) 
SORE MUSCLES FROM WORKING 
OUT? Call for a massage. From a GWM 
to help you feel like yourself again. Call 
795-0984, ask for Alan. Hours 7:30am -
8:00pm. 
TIME TO SETILE DOWN! GWM, 40-
~ 5'8" , 160 lbs., bearded 
mf educator/writer, considered 
attractive, very bright, wonderful sense of 
humor, seeks younger companion/part-
ner to build a life of sharing, happiness, 
and serenity. Heavy drinkers/druggies, 
flamers, hustlers need NOT respond. 
Boxholder, PO Box 545, Oakland, ME 
04963. (PA 9) 
GWM 39, 5'7" 160 lbs. likes outdoors, 
camping , hiking, theater, art(s) , beach. 
Seeks GWM/Bi 25-43 with similar inter-
ests and more for friendship + fun . No 
smokers/drugs. Write to Advertiser #852, 
c/o Our Paper, PO Box 737, Portland, ME 
04104. (PA 9) 
GWM, 30s, moustache, attactive, truth-
ful. "Anti-bar/universal setting." Enjoys 
jogging, nature, etc. Desires lifemate; 
clean, sensitive, compassionate. Let's 
share interests. Photo? Write to Adver-
tiser #801 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, 
Portland, ME 04104. (PA10) 
Addres.._ ____________ _ 
Oty ______ State __ ZIP ___ _ 
Ad Category _____ Number of Months_ 
Do you wish to have an advertiser number for mail 
to be forwarded to you anonymously? 
Yes __ No_· _ 
MASTER, 49 - SEEKS YOUNG, 21-
PLUS TRIM SLAVES for serious S&M/ 
B&D sessions in well-equipped dungeon. 
Other tops welcome also. Serious only! 
Roger, P.O. Box 1169, Sanford, ME 
04073 (PA10} 
GWM, TALL, DARK, AND HEFTY. Full 
beard, succulent nipp~. HIV-, looking 
for skinny, versatile GWM who likes be-
ing rear-trenched. P.O. Box2102, Bangor, 
ME 04402. (PAS) 
SEEK INFO ON MR. GAY MAINE CON-
TESTS OR PAGEANTS OUT OF PORT-
LAND. Limelight? Underground? If you 
have any info, pix, video, memorabilia, 
etc. , would like to hear from you. Espe-
cially interested in years 1985-1990. Will 
pay for pix, video. Write to Advertiser# 
409, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 737, Port-
land, ME 04104. (PA9) 
Please Print! 
First line printed in boldface unless otherwise specified. 
Deadline: Third Monday of each month. 
Advertiser Number: $2.00 
Personal Ads: 1 · 25 words, $5.00; 26 · SO words, $7 .00 
Business Ads: 1 · 25 words, $7 .00; 26 · SO words, S 10.00. 
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More Classifieds ••• 
21 MALE PERSONALS 
89 GAY MALES (18-26) : $1.00 with free 
REMDATE listing (Decode@ .75 ea.) . 
Call Ron at (207) 439-4680 (9-11 a.m., 
_ anyday). (PA9) 
29 RESTAURANTS 
PLANETS, 27 Forest Avenue, Portland, 
Maine. (207) 828-0112. Daily dinner and 
appetizer specials. Random grazing for 
herbivores; vegetarian meals Ln a bowl.-
Whole rock stock pot; galaxy pizzeria. 
Beam in and join our stellar staff for an 
enterprisingly good time. · 
KATAHDIN, Spring & High Street, Port-
land. (207) 774-1740. Mon.-Thurs.: 5p.m. 
- 10 p.m. Fri. and Sat.: 5 p.m. - 11 p.m. 
Bring yourself, your partner, your friends, 
and the family-but most of all bring your 
appetite. You'll need it at Katahdin, 
Portland's fav0rite new restaurant. 
· 30 HOTELS/INNS/ 
VACATION RENTALS 
HIGHLANDS INN - A LESBIAN PARA-
DISE! Charming 20-room inn on 100 
scenic mountain acres. Heated pool, hot 
tub, hiking/skiing trails, yummy break-
fasts, peace and privacy. Box 1180P, 
Bethlehem, NH 03574 (603) 869-3978. 
Grace, Innkeeper. (PA1292) 
DOWNEAST MAINE. Small cottage on 
woman-owned working farm producing 
Mohair and organic vegetables. Beauti-
ful , remote, unspoiled Cobscook Bay. 
B&B or weekly rental. Brochure, reser-
vations (207) 726-5807. (PA 9) 
FOR RENT: SECLUDED CAMP IN 
WOOLRICH. Quiet; pool available. No 
smoking, no pets, no drugs/alcohol. For 
details call 442-7676. (PA9) 
44 AIDS/HIV COUNSELING 
PWA COALITION OF MAINE 337 
Cumberland Ave.;i Portland. 773-8500. 
11 "'f' AUGUST 1992 
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THE NAMES PROJECT P.O. Box 4319, 
Portland. 77 4-2198. 
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUP-
PORT GROUP c/o . Community Aids 
Awareness Program, (207) 369-0259. 
Group meets Monday evenings at the 
Mexico Congregalional Church (the 
"Green Church") from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m .' 
HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND 
TESTING. Voluntary-Anonymous-Low 
Cost. The AIDS Project offers trained 
counselors to answer your questions and 
address concerns about possible infec-
tion with Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
(HIV) . To schedule a counseling session 
call (207) 774-6877 daily from 9:00 a.m. 
to noon and 1 :00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.; Mon-
day and Wednesday evenings between 
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. NOTE: Counsel-
ing and testing is done by appointment 
only. 
44 CLUBS/BARS 
SPORTMAN'S ATHLETIC CLUB, 2 Bates 
Street, Lewiston, Maine 04240. Second 
Floor Balcony Bar and Dance Flqor (207) 
2251 . 
PAPA JOE'S, 80 Water Street, Augusta, 
Maine, Tuesday-Saturday, 7-1 (207) 
623-4041. 
THE LIMELIGHT, 3 Spring Street, Port-
land. (207) 773-3315. 
BLACKSTONE'S, 6 Pine Street, Port-
land. (207) 772-9244. 
SIDETRAXX, 34 Temple Street , 
Waterville, ME (207) 873-5610. Open 
Wednesday-Sunday, 8:00p.m.-1 :OOa.m. 
A non-discriminatory bar. 
MIKE'S Pl:ACE, 1425 Lisbon Street, 
Lewiston. (207) 777-1009. 
THE RIVERFRONT, 123 Franklin Street, 
Bangor, Maine 04401. (207) 947-1213. 
Wednesday-Sunday 7:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. 
THE CHART ROOM SALOON , 117 
Spring Street, Portland. (207) 774-9262. 
SABATOS, 29 Forest Avenue (behind 
Zootz) , Portland, ME 04101 . 
46 POLITICAL GROUPS 
MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL AL-
LIANCE, P.O. Box 232, Hallowell , ME 
04347. We're working for change .. . You 
can make it happen! 
49 ATTORNEYS/LAW 
MILES D. FRIEDEN, BRENDA 
BUCHANAN Legal Services for Our Com-
munity. PO Box 331 Mt. Ephraim Rd., 
Searsport, ME 04974. (207) 548-6689. 
SAFER SEX AND DRUG USE GUIDELINES 
T hese guidelines are for all of us who are making decisions about sexual activity and drug 
use in the midst of the AIDS epidemic. 
HIV is a virus widely thought to be a cause of AIDS. The highest concentrations of HIV 
are fouand in blood and·semen, so it's important to avoid any way in which HIV-infected blood 
or semen can get from one person's body into another person's bloodstream. 
• Fucking (anal and vaginal) without a condom and sharing needles account for almost all the 
documented cases of HIV transmission. 
• Oral sex without a condom or dental dam accounts for a very few documented cases of HIV 
transmission. 
• Other ways of transmitting HIV that have not been documented but which could be 
theoretically risky inclµde: fisting, finger fucking, rimming, deep kissing, sharing uncleaned 
dildos. The theory here is that any way HIV-infected bodily fluids get from one person into 
another involves risk.For example, HIV could be transmitted if a person with a cut on their hand 
fistfucked their partner and caused bleeding in their rectum or vagina . 
HOW TO PIAY SAFER 
Only you can decide what risks you are willing to take.Some people use safer sex practices 
with all their partners. Other people make decisions about the risks they are willing to take based 
on their own and their partners' sexual and drug use history and/or HIV status. People also make 
decisions based on how comfortable they feel negotiating safer sex in any particular situation. 
If you and your partner have not talked about past practices and/or HIV status, don't make 
assumptions. (For example, many lesbians have had unprotected intercourse with a man in the 
last ten years.) 
• Use a condom when fucking. On the condoms, use water-based lubricants like KY. Oil-
based lubricants like Crisco, Vaseline, and baby oil may make condoms break. 
• Use a condom when sucking dick if your partner is going to come in your mouth. IfHIV-
infected cum or pre-cum gets in your mouth, it may get in your bloodstream through cuts in your 
gums or sores in your mouth. · 
• Use dental dams (latex squares) when going down on a woman if she is having her period 
or has a vaginal infection. Menstrual blood and secretions from,vaginal infections have more 
HIV than healthy vaginal secretions or urine. No information has been gathered about the 
concentration of HIV in "female ejaculate." 
• Use latex gloves for fisting or finger-fucking if you have any sores or cuts on your hands. 
• Keep semen and blood (including menstrual blood and blood drawn from piercing, cutting, 
or shaving) out of your vagina, anus, mouth, or breaks in your skin. .-
• If you share dildos, vibrators, or other sex toys, use a new condorr{ eaclnime, or clean toys 
with hydrogen peroxide or soap and water. / 
• Alternative insemination may put you at risk. Discuss this risk with potential donors or 
sperm banks. , / 
• Massage, hugging, dirty talk, role-playing, masturbation (solo, with a partner, in a group) 
and other activities that don't let blood or semen into your bloodstream are safe. 
• Alcohol, poppers, or other drugs may lower your ability to make good decisions. Many 
people have reported that they have been unable to maintain safer sex practices after getting 
high. . 
• Good nutrition, lots of rest, exercise, and non-abuse of alcohol and other drugs may help 
you fight all illnesses, including AIDS. 
INTRA VENOUS DRUG USE 
• Don't share work (needles, syrmges, droppers, spoons, cottons, or cookers)! 
• If you must share or re-use works, clean them before and after each injection as fo llows: dip 
the needle and works into bleach, draw up and release three times, dip needle and works into 
fresh water, draw up and release three times. In an emergency, rubbing a.lcohol or vodka can be 
used instead of bleach, or you can boil works that aren't plastic in water for at least 15 minutes. 
(Use a fresh solution each time you clean your works.) 
MAINE RESOURCE NUMBERS 
AIDS Line: 207/775-1267 or 800/851-AIDS 
AIDS Project, The: Portland, ME, 207 /774-6877 
AIDS Support Group: Bath,ME, 207/725-4955 
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition: Lewiston, ME, 207/795-4029 
Augusta Area HIV+ Support Group: Gardiner,ME, 207/777-1701 (Steve)or 207/371-2147 
(Cecilia) 
Down East AIDS ,Network (DEAN): Blue Hill, ME, 207 /326-8580 (Tracy) 
Gay Men's Health Crisis (GMHC): New York, NY, 212/807-6655 
Maine Health Foundation: Portland, ME, 207/773-3564 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services: Brunswick, ME, 2 0717 2 5-49 5 5 
National AIDS Hotline: 800/342-7514 
National Minority AIDS Council (NMAC): Washington, DC, 202/544-1076 
Rumford/Mexico Area AIDS Support Group: 207 /369-0259 
Support Group for Women with AIDS, ARC, or who are HIV+: Portland, ME, 2071774-
6877 
Waldo/Knox AIDS Coalition: PO Box 956, Belfast, ME, 04915, 207/338-1427 
Women's AIDS Network: San Francisco, CA, 415/864-4376 
As the AIDS epidemic continues, it's up to each of us to act responsibly. ' 
OurU>aper 
More Classifieds • 
66 COUNSELING 
LESBIAN THERAPY GROUP - Ongo-
ing lesbian therapy group accepting new 
members. Meets Tuesday evenings 5:30 
- 7:30 p.m. $70/monthly. Co-led by Lisa 
Bussey, MA, CEDT, and Rachel Sager, 
MA. Individual and couples counseling 
al so avai lable . Conf ident iality 
respects.Call 775-7927. 
PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBI-
ANSAND GAYS (PFLAG) P.O. Box 2080, 
Great Island, Brunswick, ME 04011 . 
(207) 729-9843, (207) 729-0519. 
BELLVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCI-
ATES OF MAINE announcing groups 
with openings for gay men dealing with 
co-dependency, ACOA, sexual abuse and 
addiction issues; men and women deal-
ing with sex and love addiction issues. 8 
Stanwood Street , P.O. Box 186, 
Brunswick, Maine 04011-0186. (207) 
729-8727. 
TOWARD A MORE POSITIVE GAY 
IDENTITY - A support group for gay 
men , stressing self-affirmation and 
pesonal growth. Monday, 10:30 a.m. -
noon. For more information call 870-3363. 
(PA9) 
67 MAIL ORDER 
SPELLBOUND - GAY/OCCULT 
BOOKS AND /MERCHANDISE. Catalog 
$2.00. SPELLBOUND, P.O. Box 156, W. 
Nottingham, NH 03291 . (PA8) 
69 PHONE SERVICES 
CONNECTIONS U.S.A. - Talking Per-
sonals , 1-900-407-3900 ($2/minute). 
Thousands of voice ads. Dozens of cat-
egories. Hot dates and friends. Phone 
numbers or Voicemail. Why settle for 
less? Meet Americans or Canadians, 1-
800-669-DATE. ($2/minute + .50 service 
charge per call. ) Touch-Tone phone re-
quired; have your VISNMC ready. 
We're proud of OUR PAPER, 
inspired by OUR READERS, 
! •.,!,: : ;I · ;.. - 1 
and. indebted to OUR 
ADVERTISERS 
You don't have to be a street junkie to get HIV 
If you're shoot ing up, don't 
share your works! 
If you use someone else's 
works, clean them with bleach . 
then water, before and after 
you shoot up. 
If you want to get clean , seek 
treatment. It's not too late to 
protect yourself, your sex partners, 
or your need le buddies. 
For more information on 
drug use and AIDS, call the , 
Maine AIDS Information Line 
at 1-800-851 -AIDS. 







Our\Paper SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
Subscribe to Maine's 
Lesbian and Gay 
Newspaper today! 
Make check payable to Our Pa per 
and send to: 
Our Paper 
ATTN: Subsc.riptions 
PO Box 737 
Portland, ME 04104 
Address: 
City: _______ State: _ __ ZIP:. __ _ 
l year, $12.00 enclosed 
2 years, $20.00 enclosed 
3 years, $30.00 enclosed 
. / \ 
WHAT'S YOUR TYPE? 




$2/min.-Must be 18 
• Thousands of Voice Ads 
• Dozens of Categciries 
• Dates and Friends 
e Phone Numbers ORVoicemail 
• WHY SEITLE FOR LESS? 
Gay owned and operated 
~~~~® Customer service 
. Info: (305) 565-4455 
\/• Ext: 2577 
Our~ a pe r 
was made possible 
this month 
by the following people: 
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IKE'S 
P·LACE 
no cover for an!J · event£;! 
• OPEN 1pm - tam, 7 ll4YS A WEEK • 
• LAZER KARAOKE on Mondays • 
• LIVE ENTEIUAINMENT • 
Bands, Solo Artists, Comedians 
• DJ (Mixed Musiq • 
. ThursdaY, FridaY, Saturdar, Sunday 
• STRIP SHOWS every SUNLJ4Y • 
• OlffDOOR PATIO • 
/ OOLTABLE • 
• LffEFOOD • 
served 1pm - spm 
• DRA6 SHOWS • 
Maine·~ ~otte~;t New ·Bar! 
1425 LISBON STREET • LEW/Sli 
